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ABSTRACT

Consideration of the uncertainties in future reservoir inflows and energy demands
is essential for planning the operation of predominantly hydroelectric generation systems.

In addition, hydropower generation and flood control

are often the conflicting objectives

in planning and managing the predominantly hydro

systems.

A

quantification of the

impact of the uncertainty in inputs and the tradeoffs involved in the reservoir system
allows a planner to compare the economic losses due to this impact with the benefits
accrued from the system, thus, leading to planning the sustainable operation of the system.

A reliability programming model is developed which considers the uncertainty in
inflows and energy demands in planning the operation of a single as well as a system of
multipurpose reservoirs, and also evaluates the hydrologic risk as a measure of the system

not being able to satisfy the storage requirements for hydropower generation and flood
control. The model determines the optimal levels of risk, by trading off the total benefits
accrued from the operation of reservoirs with the economic losses which may be incurred
as a consequence

of these risk levels. The economic losses are explicitly specified in the

model through risk-loss functions which quantify the costs of deviations from the goal,
and a new four-step algorithm is proposed in this research to derive the risk-loss function

for the purpose of hydropower generation. The nonlinear energy production function is
linearized, and a three-level algorithm which combines the Complex Box search procedure

with a Linear Programming routine is developed to evaluate the optimal risk levels.

The direct implementation of the reliability model in its basic form is limited
by

the assumption of independence between monthly reservoir inflows, which leads to
conservative planning ofthe operation ofreservoirs. Three new approaches are proposed

in ttris research to alleviate

the problem

of conservative planning, thus, making the

reliability model a robust tool for ttre comprex task of planning.
The application and the practical implementation of the reliability model
demonstrated

for the case study of Manitoba Hydro, a predominantly hydro

electrical utility company for the province of Manitob a, canada.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Plannhg the operation of a system of reservoirs is a complex task since the
reservoirs are usually multipurpose units wherein the available water has to be distributed

to several competitive users. So planning the operation of a reservoir is essential before
acfually operating it. This task, however, demands the use of systems techniques. Systems

methodology can help define and evaluate,

in a rather

detailed manner, numerous

altematives that represent various possible compromises among conflicting groups, values,

and management objectives. The objective of a planning model is to generate policies
(using the systems techniques approach) which are optimal in some sense and which

will

aid the decision maker in the real-time operation of the reservoir.

Planning the reservoir operation
complexities such as the uncertainty

for hydropower

generation involves several

in reservoir inflows, the uncertainty in

energy

demands, multiple time periods, multiple reservoirs, nonseparable benefits etc. Many of
the planning models developed to date, are deterministic. However, planning the operation

is essentially a stochastic problem since the inputs such as reservoir inflows and energy
demands are very difficult to find a priori for the whole planning period and hence, are
uncertain.
The variability in the inputs can be incorporated in the planning model using two
approaches. The first approach is to incorporate the variability in inputs

implicitly through

sensitivity analysis. The second approach is to consider the variability in inputs explicitly

in the formulation of the planning model.

I

One of the explicit approaches used for modelling the reservoirs with hydropower
generation is stochastic dynamic programming. Although the nonlinearity in the objective

function can easily be handled by dynamic programming, which has resulted in its use
by many researchers, the drawbacks of the approach such as the approximations involved,
the computer memory, and the computational time required, limit its application. Another

explicit approach is chance-constrained programming in which the uncertainty in inputs
is modelled by considering them as stochastic variables. The stochastic nature of inputs
is incorporated in the model through 'chance constraints' which are written with a finite

probability

of being violated (tolerance measure). A

constrained approach,
determined along

modifîcation

in which an optimal allocation of

of the chance-

tolerance measures can be

with an optimal operation policy, is termed as 'system reliability

programming'. Through appropriate formulation, these tolerance measures could represent
the hydrologic reliabilities of the reservoir system performance which will be useful in
managing the risk. Should a failure event occur, the utility planners could take preventive
measures to reduce the consequences

example, making commitments

of the failure. These measures may involve, for

for importing energy from other utilities or

additional fuel for the thermal generatrng stations. None

of the

buying

stochastic dynamic

programming formulations evaluate the value of the reliability explicitly.

Almost all of the explicit stochastic models consider the uncertainty in reservoir

inflows through the transition probability matrices or the probability disüibutions. None

of these fomulations considers the uncertainty in energy demand explicitly. It

appears

that ttre task of incorporating the uncertainty in energy demand in formulations such

as

stochastic dynamic programming is quite complex.

As a first contribution in this research, a reliability model for planning the optimal

operation

of a

single multipurpose reservoir with uncertain inputs

is developed.

Hydropower generation is the major purpose served by the reservoir, and flood conüol
is the secondary purpose. The model considers the reliabilities of system performance as
decision variables in the optimization scheme by introducing ttre 'risk-loss functions' in

the objective function. The objective of this model is to maximize the net benefits
represented as

a tradeoff between the maximum benefit accrued from hydropower

generation and the losses incurred due to not meeting the reliability requirements. The

variability in reservoir inflows is incorporated through their probability distribution
functions. The variability in energy demands is incorporated in the model by considering
the demands as stochastic or vaguely defÏned.
Risk-loss functions are the important components of the reliability model, which

quantify the cost of goal deviations. Such functions have been developed for purposes
such as flood control and water supply

in the literature. A new four-step simulation

algorithm is developed as a second major contribution of this research to derive the riskloss function for the purpose of hydroporwer generation. A hydrologic risk level is defined

for the purpose of hydropower generation as the probability of the storage in the reservoir
violating a preferred storage level such as the rule curve volume. The parameters which
influence the storage in the reservoir are the expected values of future reservoir inflows,
future energy demands and the available storage in the beginning of the planning period.

In this four-step algorithm, the risk levels are defined for different storage levels in

the

reservoir and the corresponding expected values of the energy deficit from the generation
system are evaluated. The cost of an energy deficit is computed based on the strategies
adopted by the electrical utility company to manage the deficit.
The reliability model in its basic form ignores the temporal dependence between
the reservoir inflows, which results in an underestimation of future inflows. This leads to

conservative planning

of the operation of reservoirs, which is considered as a major

limitation for the direct implementation of the reliability model. Three new approaches,
namely, the 'windows Approach', the

'cusuM

Approach' and the 'RISKSUM

Approach' are proposed, as the third major contribution of this research, to alleviate the
problem of 'conservative planning'.

In all the three

contributions, the planning criteria used by the utilities or the

models are improved over the existing criteria and the models. Also the failures in the
system are explicitly evaluated which allows the decision makers to look for system

operation procedures with an 'acceptable risk at a reasonable cost' instead

of

the

traditional 'no risk at some huge cost' approaches. All of these contributions, thus, lead
to the planning of the sustainable operation of the reservoir system for energy generation.
Data required for the case study is provided by Manitoba Hydro, a predominantly

hydro based electrical utility for the Province of Manitoba,Canada. The planning horizon

is taken as one year with 12 monthly time periods. Manitoba Hydro's goal is to satisfy
the domestic energy demand in each time period. To achieve this goal, the utility has to

import energy from other utilities in the periods of energy deficiency. While trying to
attain the maximum net benefits from the reservoir system, to avoid a plan which would

empty the reservoir, there is an assigned value of water at the end of the planning horizon

which would reflect the benefits expected in future from the stored water.
This thesis contains seven chapters, including the introduction. The second chapter

details the literature of different techniques used for mid-tenn operation planning of
hydropower reservoirs, and also presents ttre literature pertinent to the reliability model.

In Chapter 3, the reliability model for planning the operation of a single multipurpose
reservoir is forrnulated, and the incorporation of uncertainty in inputs is detailed. The
methodology for developing the risk-loss frinction for hydropower generation is presented

in Chapter 4. Implementation of the reliability model to planning the operation of a single
as

well

as a system

of reservoirs is detailed in Chapter 5. The proposed reliability model

is applied, and the results are discussed in Chapter 6 for the case study of Manitoba
Hydro. The last chapter contains the conclusions and recommendations of this research,
and highlights a few directions for future research.

2. REVIEW OF' LITERATURE

Hydropower optimization is closely associated with the problem of reservoir
operation and management. Reservoir analysis comprises three types of problems: sizing,
or design, planning the operation, and real-time operations or optimal control. A reservoir

is usually a multipurpose system wherein the available water has to be distributed to
several competitive users and hence, planning the operation of the reservoir is essential

before actually operating it. For this purpose, the analysis of reservoirs demands the use

of systems analysis techniques. Systems methodology can help define and evaluate, in

a

rather detailed manner, numerous alternatives that represent various possible compromises

among conflicting groups, values, and management objectives. These techniques can
represent in a fairly structured and ordered manner the important interdependencies and

interactions between the various control structures and users of a water resources system
lSabet and Coe, 1986; and Rogers and Fiering, 1986]. Friedman etaL. [1984] emphasized

the use of systems analytic approaches to water resources management.
Rosenthal tl9801 identified the four important characteristics of a reservoir system

that should be incorporated in the model as: (1) multiple reservoirs; (2) multiple time
periods; (3) stochastic inflows; and (4) nonseparable benefit functions. He surveyed more
than 100 different scheduling models and found that none of them deals simultaneously

with all the complexities of the problem. Yeh [1985] summarized the different kinds of
techniques used for reservoir management and operations, and also used for hydropower

system operation as: (1) linear programming; (2) dynamic programming; (3) nonlinear

6

progr¿unmingt and (4) simulation. Combinations of the above techniques have also been

reported in the literature.
Planning the operation of reservoirs can be classified into three types, nâmely,
short-, medium- and long-term planning depending on the duration of the planning period.

This duration can range from a year to a few years in long-term planning, from a month

to a few months (up to one year) in medium-term planning (also termed as mid-term
planning), and from a few hours to a week in short-term planning. Since the research
presented

in this thesis focuses on mid-term planning, a comprehensive review of the

optimization techniques used for the mid-term planning and management

multiple multireseruoirs is given

of

single/

in the next section, followed by the need for the

development of a new technique for the complex task of planning. The literature relevant

to the reliability model is discussed throughout this thesis, and hence a brief review of
literature for the reliability model is presented in the final section of this chapter.

2,1,. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR PLANNING THE MID.TERM
OPERATION OF RESERVOIRS FOR HYDROPO\ryER GENERATION
2.1.1. Linear Programming

Linear programming (referred to as LP) has been one of the most widely used
mathematical programming techniques for optimization of water resources systems. The
technique encompasses a special class of problems where the objective function and the

constraints are both linear or can be approximated

by a linear relation. The major

advantage

of this technique over the others is that the solution algorithm efficiently

identifies ttre global optimum, and there is a mathematical proof for the existence of such
a solution. LP software packages are widely available which allows the planner to focus

only on the problem formulation. The fact that LP problems can be solved very efficiently
has inspired planners to structure nonlinear problems as linear ones. Any nonlinearities

may be addressed either by approximation (e.g., piecewise linearization of the concave
function to be maximized), or by approximation and iteration (e.g., linearization of

a

nonseparable function). The optimization of complex objective functions can be solved

by piecewise linearization applying a variant of simplex method called separable
programming [Daellenbach and Read, 1976].

It should, however,

be noted that

with any applied linearization approximation, the

identified solution is not necessarily the global optimum as in the case of linear problems.
The LP models could be classified into two major groups, namely, the detenninistic and
the stochastic. A brief description of the recently developed models is given here.

2.1.1.1. Determínístíc Models

Daellenbach and Read tI976l described a deterministic LP model used by the

Pacific Gas and Electric (PG & E) Company of San Francisco. The program utilizes the
increasing marginal thermal costs and decreasing marginal efficiency of hydro generation

due to loss of hydraulic head on the turbines by piecewise linear approximations. The
objective is to minimize the total cost over the planning period. Every power source is

constrained

by a number of technical and behavioral limitations, but most of

the

constraints are related to the modelling of reservoir and hydro plant operation. They
include constraints on storage levels, flow continuity, release limits, and for reservoir head

variation due to its nonlinear effect on the result. There is a minimum target level for
each reservoir to be met at the end of the planning period. The model has been used to

aid the decision process of long term allocation of power sources in pG & E.

Takeuchi and Moreau llg74l have developed a method

for finding

optimal

operating policies for a multireservoir system that extends more than two river basins and
serves multiple demands. The problem of determining optimal values for control variables

within a monthly interval (for a set of initial state variables) is formulated as a convex
piecewise LP problem. The objective

is to minimize the monthly value of the

loss

function (which represents the losses in the current month) and to minimize the expected
value of the economic efficiency losses over all future months. The economic efficiency
losses are the unknown function of the end-of-month state variables. That function can

be estimated from the stochastic dynamic programming problem solution within which

the LP problem is nested. Special techniques are applied to obtain a large number of
solutions to similar LP problems which are needed as input for the stochastic dynamic
programming problem to find an approximate overall solution.
Draper and Adamowski [1976] applied LP as a screening or allocation model to
provide information on system operation and response. This information is later used in
the preliminary design of hydropower generation facilities. The objective is to maximize
the ability to generate continuous system power. The constraints include the storage limits
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and the power requirements. Synthetically generated inflows are given as an input. The
nonlinear power response is approximated by a linear power-discharge relationship for
three different storage volumes.

Dagli and Miles t19801 formulated a model with an objective of maximizing the
sum of average monthly hydrostatic heads of four power plants on the same river over

a yearly time horizon. Requirements are set to supply water for irrigation, as well

as

maintaining river flows downstream of the reservoirs. The authors applied a deterministic

LP modelling procedure with updating, called adaptive planning. The idea of adaptive
planning is to optimize the operations

of the system on the basis of

streamflow forecast. The obtained result

deterministic

is applied only for the first time

step. To

determine the operation of the system in the next time step, the program is run again with
the updated streamflow forecast. In this way new additional information is added to the

optimization. The obtained solution is not necessarily optimal but it is very close to the
optimum. The model is used for long-term planning to determine the operating policies

for a set of four dams each of which is associated with a hydropower plant.
Bechard et al. [1981] developed a deterministic linear-separable programming
model to optimize the operation of the reservoirs located in the Ottawa River basin. The
model has the objective of reducing flood damages and maximizing energy production

benefits. The basic approach

is the multiple-objective

optimization

by

weighting

coefficients to trade off the two objectives. The energy objective requires a one year

period because the load and reservoir elevation have a yearly repetitive cycle. The
flooding objective requires a time horizon of only three or four months to capture the

t0

flooding season. The problem is solved by applying a hierarchical approach. The
hierarchical structuring is achieved by using the long-term optimal storages as targets to
be met by the mid-term model. The continuity between the mid-term and the short-term

model of about ten daily steps is provided in a similar way. The hydropower production

is modelled by piecewise linearizatton and an iterative solution procedure to handle its
nonseparable nature.

It

can be applied as

a tool to determine the effect of

friture

development in the basin or the impact of modifying one or more operating constraints.

The major obstacle for applying LP to a hydropower optimization problem is the
nonseparable nature of the hydro production function. Can et al. U9821described three
methods to overcome the nonlinearity. The first method assumes a constant head during
the time step and iteratively improves this assumption using the LP solution. The second
method calculates the upper and lower bounds based on the forecasted inflows. The head
is assumed to be constant for specified intervals in the calculation of the hydro production

function. The third method utilizes separable programming to find the approximate
optimal solution. The stage-storage curve is piecewise linearized and two new variables
are intoduced to transform the hydro production function into a separable form.

Pereira and Pinto t19831 described a methodology to coordinate the mid- and
short-terrn scheduling of hydro-thennal systems. The technique is able to incorporate the

elecfical problems encountered in the short-term planning into a constraint which

is

added to the mid-term scheduling problem. This consfiaint refers to the weekly target

variable in the mid-term problem. In this way, a feedback is achieved between the short-

and mid-tenn planning with only a few modifications required
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in the specialized

algorithms used at each level. The performance of the model is tested on a case study of
the Brazilian Northeast Network.
From the principles of Successive LP found in the literature, Grygier and Stedinger
t19851 developed a deterministic successive LP model for hydropower optimization. The

objective of their study is to maximize the value of energy generated by a hydropower
system over the planning period, and the expected future returns from water left in storage
at the end of that period. The basic successive LP method consists of solving a large LP
using a first-order approximation to the nonlinear objective function and minimum energy

constraints. After finding the optimal solution

to the linearized problem, a

new

approximation to the objective function is developed at the best solution, and the LP is
rcsolved. The authors have emphasized that the successive LP algorithm performs as good

as the nonlinear algorithms, such as, MINOS [Murtagh and Sanders, 19g0]

and

Generulized Reduced Gradient code GRG2 [Palicios-Gomez et al., I9S2] fornearly linear

problems. Among the three algorithms which the authors have discussed, namely: (1)
Successive LP; (2) Optimal Confrol; and (3) LP-DP; they have concluded that only the
Successive LP and the Optimal Control algorithms consistently found a local optimum.

The Successive LP algorithm is easier to implement and seems to converge to a global
optimum.
Reznicek and Simonovic [1990] extended the Successive LP approach to an energy

management problem and have developed

an iterative algorithm named Energy

Management using Successive LP to solve the optimization problem. This algorithm has

two iteration levels: at the first level a stable solution is sought, and at the second the
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interior of the feasible region is searched to improve the objective function whenever its
value decreases. The objective in their study is to maximize the energy export benefits,

while minimizing the costs of satisffing the domestic energy demand over the planning
period.

Ellis and ReVelle t19881 used the principles of Successive LP in a different way
than Grygier and Stedinger [1985], and developed a deterrninistic, separable, linear
algorithm. The objective is to maximize the hydropower production. But the proposed
approach differs substantially from Successive

LP in that

it

avoids the explicit

linearization-expansion step. The authors have further explored the altemate optima by

constructing an explicit multiobjective extension
designed

of the model. A

to minimize the spill is forrnulated. For

second objective

comparison purposes, the basic

hydropower maximization model is also solved using MINOS [Murtagh and Sanders,
19801, a large-scale nonlinear, nonseparable routine. The authors' observations led to the

conclusion that the solution obtained from this linear algorithm forms a good starting

point for subsequent solution by MINos to attain a quicker convergence.

2.1.1.2. Stochastic models

Stochastic LP models are developed to incorporate the nondeterministic character

of the input data (e.g., streamflows, energy demands, cost coefficients, etc.). The need for
modelling uncertainty is well described by Daellenbach and Read [i976]. It is emphasized
that the planning based on the expected values (e.g., streamflows) essentially assumes that
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the costs of the positive and negative deviations from these averages as well as the
probability of such deviations are perfectly symmetrical, and independent from one period
to another. None of these assumptions correspond to reality. The uncertainty of the input
data canbe taken into account in detenninistic modelling through sensitivity analysis.
However, the procedure does not consider explicitly the stochastic character of the input
data and may not lead to satisfactory results.

There are several methodologies to be used for characterization

of

the

nondeterministic parameters in LP models. A brief review follows:
Two-stage or stochastic programming with recourse is described by a practical
example presented in Loucks et al. [1981]. This method is able to deal with constraints

which include random variables.

In the work by Yeh [1985], the importance of

distinguishing the decision stages is emphasized to understand the method. At the first
stage the

activity levels are determined. At the second stage, after the occurrence of the

random event, a correction follows minimizing the negative effects of the activity at the

first stage. In a water resources system, the decisions taken in the first stage can be
described as the target levels.

At the second stage the minimization of the losses of not

meeting the set targets is performed. The objective function has two parts: one where the

effect of the target values is evaluated and the other which gives the expected value of
losses not meeting the targets from the

first part. In order to solve this problem by Lp,

the probability disfibution of the random event(s) has to be discretized. This results in
the addition of multiple constraints pertaining to the second part of the objective function,

to the set of constraints corresponding to the first part of the objective. The discretized
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problem can be solved simultaneously although there are two decision stages. In cases

where the discretization

is not possible, a nonlinear deterministic problem can be

formulated. The major shortcoming of the method is that it requires the evaluation of the
recourse action by an adequate estimation of losses from the effect of random variations.

There are also dimensionality problems due to the additional constraints and variables
introduced by the discretization of the distribution function of the random event.

Marino and Loaiciga [1985 a] developed a sequential dynamic decomposition
algorithm which maximizes the system annual energy generation while satisfying
constraints imposed on the operation of the reservoir network. The stochasticity in inflows

is incorporated using a multivariate autoregressive streamflow forecasting technique that
takes into account the cross correlations between different streamflow stations and permits

the use of multiple lags in the autoregressive process. The solution algorithm (based on
a progressive

optimality algorithm proposed by Turgeon I19801) consists of the sequential

solution of two-stage problems which maximize the revenues accruing from power sales

only while operating the system so as to provide adequate fulfilment of other functions

by satisfying contractual agreements or specified storages and releases ranges.

Losses

including spills are usually ignored and several formulations are shown depending on how
these loss components are considered in the models.

An

altemative method

to

represent uncertainty

in an LP model

is

chance-constrained programming (CCP). The method refers to problems with one or more

random coefficients in the constraint set (either on the right or left-hand side of the
constraints). In these situations, instead of applying the expected value of the random
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variable as the right-hand side expression, chance constraints can be written to define the

probability

of failure of that constraint. Chance-consffaints can be converted into

deterministic equivalents

if

the probability distribution of the random variable is known.

The reliability model developed in this study is based on CCP. A detailed description
about CCP is given in Section 2.2.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized, ttat the major task of decision making
under uncertainty is to try to derive a deterministic equivalent of the stochastic problem.

In

cases where this is not possible, an altemative

is to apply a Monte Carlo simulation

to assess the impact of random effects on the operation.

2.1.2. Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming (DP) is a technique for optimization of multistage decision
processes and is used extensively

to optimize water resources systems. The advantages

of the DP

fonnulations, quoted

by Yeh [1985] are: (1)

chatactenze

a

large number

of

nonlinear features which

water resources systems can be translated into its

formulation, (2) highly complex problems with a large number

effectively decomposed into
Formulations based

a

series

on the DP

of

of

variables can be

subproblems which are solved recursively.

techniques

fall

under two categories namely the

deterministic and the stochastic.

A deterministic model for a power generation system with pumpback developed
by Hall and Roefs U9661shows the applicability of the method to mid-term planning.
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Young Í19671proposes a method to deal with the stochastic characteristics of the inflows

while optimizing with deterministic DP. Reservoir operating rules are obtained using

a

combination of streamflow generation and DP optimizatton of releases. The stochastic
character of the inflows is taken into account by generattng along inflow sequence using

a Monte Carlo technique. The

release policy

for this

sequence

is

optimized

by

a

deterministic forward DP. The reservoir operating rule is a regression function of the
release to the storage, inflow, and forecast of the next inflow. The generatedlforecasted

inflows and the optimal storages are used

as a sample

to estimate the coefficients of the

regression function by the least squares method. This operating rule may then be tested

in simulation or used in operation. Using the derived operating rules, the economic loss
as a function

of the release is minimized for annual usage of a single reservoir. However,

the regression rule has been shown to perform poorly compared to the DP results on
which it is based.

Yeh [1985] has stated that the major drawback of DP in its original form is the

inability to handle big multiple reservoir systems. The memory and computing time
requirements are the major limiting factors. Each reservoir requires at least one state
variable (e.g., storage) which can have several values (in the discrete case) at every stage

(e.g., time step). The possible number of combinations (state vectors) to be explored
grows exponentially with the number of state variables at each stage. The computational
burden is unbearable for a system of more than a few reservoirs. This problem is called
the 'curse of dimensionality.' Toebes et al. [1981] have stated that the models using a Dp
approach cannot be used for large reseryoir systems because of dimension considerations.
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They also have shown that the objective function is inseparable due to cross product
terrns for realistic river flow modelling and penalty fi¡nctions.
Pereira and Pinto t19851 have given an example to illustrate the infeasibility to

explicitly resolve the recursive equations of a DP algorithm even for very small reservoir
systems: Supposing the number of storage intervals is 20, then

1

reservoir

2ú

400 states

2 reservoirs

:)

204

160,000 states

3 reservoirs

:)

206

64 million states

4 reservoirs

:)

208

25 billion states

reseruoirs

:)

20to

10 trillion states
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Several DP-based models are presented in this section based on the nafure of the

applied methodology rather than the chronological order of appearance.
The remedial measure to alleviate the 'curse of dimensionality' is to decompose
the complex multiple state variable problem into a series of subproblems which can be
solved recursively. The methods of dimension reduction besides the decomposition of the

original problem also follow an iterative solution procedure. One of the methods is
Incremental DP used by Larson and Keckler [1969], systematized and referred to by

Heidari et al. 119711 as Discrete Differential DP. The method starts with a trial state
trajectory satisfying a specific set of initial and final conditions and applies the Dp
recursive equation to the neighbourhood of this trajectory. At the end of each iteration
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step a locally improved trajectory is obtained and used as the

initial üajectory for the next

step. The procedure stops when no further improvement is identified, and

it is assumed

that a local optimum is found.

Allen and Bridgeman [1986] have developed a deterministic DP algorithm for
three case studies involving three different time perspectives: the optimal instantaneous

scheduling of hydropower units with different generating characteristics to maximize
overall plant efficiency, the optimal hourly scheduling of hydropower generation between

two hydrologically linked power plants to maximi ze overcll dailyl weekly

system

efficiency, and the optimal monthly scheduling of hydropower generation to minimize the
purchase cost of imported power supply subject to a time-of-day rate structure. Though
the first two studies involve short-term scheduling, the third one is for mid-term planning

in which a two-dimensional discrete differential DP algorithm has been developed to
minimize the cost of purchased capacity and energy from Ontario Hydro on an annual
basis. One advantage of this algorithm is that it can impose different objectives based on
seasonal needs.

Another method to alleviate the curse of dimensionality is called Incremental DP

with Successive Approximations. The concept is to decompose the multiple-state variable
DP problem to a number of subproblems of one state variable and to optimize one at a

time while the others have assumed state trajectories. In the following step, another
subproblem is optimized after the state vectors are updated with the previous solution.

The procedure is repeated until the solution of the original problem converges. The
method is first applied by Larson and Keckler tl969l for a multiple reservoir system.
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Nopmongcol and Askew U9761 combined the incremental DP and the
Successive Approximations. Their algorithm uses DP

Dp with

with Successive Approximations to

obtain the input state trajectory combination for the two-at-a-time Incremental Dp
execution. The results of both of these approaches can be influenced by the choice of the

initial state trajectory, but this is a common problem for many other iterative procedures.
Stochastic DP (SDP) can take into account tlre uncertainty in the input data. One

datum which

is inherently random is the reservoir inflow, and its impact on

the

operational policy has to be considered. SDP models can directly incorporate this aspect

of the analysis into the solution procedure. Yakowitz Í19821pointed out that for
optimization problem with a separable benefit function,

an

it is theoretically possible to

obtain a solution with the methods of SDP, though his comment on these methods is:

"The largest numerical SDP solutions within anrl outsicJe the water resources
literature to come to our attention are for problems having at most two or three
state variables. Even then, the autlnrs reporting their finctings often remark on the

ferocity of the computational burden.,,

Mclaughlin and Velasco t19901 indicate that these methods usually
computationally infeasible

if the problem

are

is posed in its most general form. They also

indicate that this problem has given rise to a number of approximate solution techniques
based on the concepts

of DP but which make compromises in the generality of

the

problem fonnulation, the optimality of the solution, or both. The techniques used to solve
these problems are generally either

limited to single reservoir applications or are based

on iterative methods which may not converge to a global optimum.
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In the work of Daellenbach and Read 11976l an SDP model of the Swedish State
Power Board [Gustafsson, 1968J

is

described.

All reservoirs and streamflows are

aggregated and presented by a single reservoir and a single hydro station. The program
derives water value curves as a function of reservoir level for the planning period of
52
weeks. The reservoir levels are optimized to have a minimal thermal energy production

cost of the power system. The model is used in conjunction with a simulation model,

which helps

to

aggregate the streamflows and storage contents

of the various river

systems.

Representation

of

stochastic characteristics

of

some variables

in Dp models

imposes severe constraints on the modelling technique, due to the considerable increase

in memory requirements and processing times. Therefore, according to Neto et al.
[19g5],

most of the real systems are represented by aggregate models in order to make SDp
algorithms applicable, specially when two-dimensional state variables are used. pereira
and Pinto 119851 identified the two basic approaches to

find the approximate solutions to

the operating problem using DP with a reasonable computational cost, which are: (1) to

reduce the number

of

state variables, retaining the stochastic nature (aggregation-

disaggregation methods); and (2) to ignore the stochastic nature of inflows retaining
a
detailed representation of the generating system (deterrninistic equivalent methods).

ln Aggregation-Disaggregation methods, the problem can be decomposed in two
steps: (1) aggregate the hydroplants into one equivalent energy reservoir and use an

optimization technique

to

calculate the optimal operation

of the system; and (2)

disaggregate the total hydroelectric generation calculated in Step
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I into generation

targets

for each hydroplant in the system. In order to build an aggregate reservoir, it is necessary

to assume simplified depletion rules [Arvaniditis and Rosing, 1970 a; b]. pereira and
Pinto t19851 and Lalonde [1993] have shown that this approximation is reasonable when

the system has a very large regulation capacity and the basins are hydrologically
homogeneous (i.e., having large cross-correlation between annual streamflows of different
sites). As pointed out by Pereira and Pinto [1985], the main difficulty in the Aggregation-

Disaggregation methods appear
performance in terms of spillage

in the disaggregation step, because the system

in the plants or loss of peak power due to reservoir

depletion is sensitive to the allocation of generation targets. Besides this, Li et al.
[1990]
have listed the following inherent problems of Aggregation-Decomposition procedurcs:
(1) equivalent hydro plant model which assumes the constant net head over the operation

period; and (2) the existence of hydrologic homogeneity between the river basins may
affect the solution obtained by these methods. So, the main advantage of these methods
is to focus on the most important aspect in economical tenns, which is the decision about

the acceptable losses of the system. The main drawback is on the definition of the
disaggregation criteria, i.e., on fhe 'fine tuning' of the performance of the hydroelectric
system.

The deterministic equivalent approach assumes that the inflows are known for the

whole planning period. With this hypothesis of deterministic inflows, the dimensionality
problem disappears. In theoretical terms, the hypothesis of deterministic inputs is not well
suited to the operation planning problem, as discussed in ttre work of Gjelsvik t19821. In

his study, ttre objective is to minimize the thermal generation exports. Because the
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operation with deterministic inflow is 'better' (more flexible) than could be expected from

the SDP solution approach, the deterministic equivalent methods will tend to use less
therrnal generation than the amount recommended by any stochastic solution. However,
a qualitative evaluation of this effect has been carried out only for the system of Tirrkey

[Dagli and Miles, 1980] and New 7-ealand [Boshier and Read, 19Bl] with favourable
results. The main advantage of these methods is to allow a correct representation of the
hydroelectric system and the disadvantage is to produce an 'optimistic' operation which,

in

case

of severe droughts, can lead to high losses.

The algorithm proposed by Pereira and Pinto tl985l retains the detailed
representation

of the hydroelectric

system while representing

at least partially the

stochastic characteristics of streamflow. This algorithm solves the problems with multiple

inflow sequences which can be seen as an extension of the deterministic equivalent
methods in which the stochasticity of inflow is represented by the different alternatives

of inflow vectors at each stage. This algorithm is

based on the results

of

stochastic

programming and on the extension of Benders' Decomposition Method to the stochastic
case. The advantage is that this algorithm supplies at each iteration an upper and lower
bound to the optimal solution, allowing an efficient tradeoff between computational effort
and accuracy.
The flaws in the traditional SDP approach in the representation of stochastic nature

of inflows have been pointed out by Kelman etaI. U9901 who have developed a sampling
SDP which is mostly free from these flaws. This approach introduces a hydrologic state
variable and the associated conditional distributions for the various streamflow scenarios
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and values of future hydrologic state variables. This employs an empirical multivariate

temporal and spatial streamflow distribution for a basin, allowing a detailed simulation

within the optimization of the hydroelectric system. Because this approach employs
selected historical or synthetic streamflow traces, the actual multimonth persistence

of

streamflows can be captured in the calculation of the expected benefits. Except for ttre
better representation of temporal and spatial sfteamflow distributions,

it

appears that the

sampling SDP also suffers from the other problems of SDP, such as large computational
requirements.

Turgeon t19S0l compared two DP techniques applied to the problem of optimal

operation

of a multireservoir power system with stochastic inflows. One is the

one-at-a-time method (also referred to as DP with Successive Approximations). The other

is the Aggregation-Decomposition method. The first technique exclusively gives an
optimal feedback operating policy for each reservoir. An assumption that the release is
related to the storage

in the other reservoirs, that is, the open-loop solution, requires

execution of DP with Successive Approximation for every time step, which is expensive

in computer time. The
complex system

Aggregation-Decomposition technique breaks up the original

of parallel

reservoirs and power plants into two components. One

component is the actual reservoir/ power plant of the original complex system, while the
other is an aggregate of all the remaining elements of the system. In this way, a two-state

variable SDP problem

is

formulated, which can be solved without dimensionality

problems.
Saad and Turgeon t19881 proposed a principal component analysis to determine
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the optimal long-term operating policy of a multireservoir system that borrows from
both

the implicit and explicit approaches. This method uses only the major principal
components of the reservoir system's operation to represent the state of the entire
system.

The particular feature of this approach is the search for linear dependencies among
the
variables which derives the required transformation to find a reduced model, which
is then

solved by tlre explicit SDP. The major drawback

is that the state variables must be

interdependent in order to apply this method, that is, the reduction is possible
only

if

conelation or linear dependency is very high. Nonlinear relations among the

the

state

variables may exist.
Saad et al.

ll994l developed a neural network based algorithm to disaggregate

when nonlinear relations among state variables are considered. Aggregation is done
by

adding the potential energy as
generates

in the work of Turgeon

t19801. The neural network

by 'leaming' the nonlinear functions to minimize the quadratic error between

the deterministic optimization and the outputs (disaggregate storage levels) of
the network.

The training is achieved by back propagation method, and the minimization of the
quadratic error is computed by a variable step gradient method.
disaggregated policies obtained using this method

A comparison of

the

with those from the principal

component approach [Saad and Turgeon, 1988] shows that the leaming disaggregation
technique is more efficient, especially during summer periods, when the variations in
the

reservoir are quite big and consequently the correlation (the linear association among the
reservoirs) is not very high. During winter, the correlation is usually important, and the

principal component and the neural network techniques give similar results.
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Valdes et al. [1992] proposed an Aggregation-Disaggregation procedure to obtain
the optimal daily releases at each reservoir of the system. The aggregation model has the

objective of minimizing the total operating costs of a national hydrothermal system and
the optimization is done in energy units (rather than water units) by an SDp approach

with Successive Approximation. The monthly steady state operating policies obtained
using this aggregation model are then disaggregated using procedures that allow the user

to obtain, in real time, the optimal release at each reservoir on a monthly basis if only
spatial disaggregation is carried out, or the optimal daily releases at each reservoir if both
disaggregation

in time and

space are carried out. Both

of these disaggregation

schemes

are developed based on an iterative LP algorithm which maximizes seasonal (monthly
or

daily) energy generation subject to local constraints.
For the problems where the objective function is separable and convex (in the case

of minimization) and the system can be described solely by dynamic equations (for
example, linear-quadratic problems), an analytical solution can be obtained. The
methodology can be generalized for multþle state variable problems without running into
the dimensionality problem like in the classical discrete DP. For the problems where the
above conditions do not hold, the objective function or the system dynamics equation can

be expanded into a Taylor Series. In this way, around the initial estimate the requirements

for the analytical solution are satisfied. The solution

procedure

for

these nonlinear

quadratic programming problems is iterative. This method, referred to as the Differential

DP, is introduced by Jacobson and Mayne U9701.
Turgeon [1981] presented an algorithm based on the DP approach. The task is to
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optimize releases from a system of hydropower plants located in series on the
same river.

The solution procedure is based on the principle of progressive optimality. The
feature

of the approach is that it

does not require the discretization

of the solution

space.

It

can

also handle discontinuous retum functions, and the objective function does not
have to
be linearized nor approximated by a quadratic function.
Trezos and Yeh t19S7l have developed an SDP algorithm which addresses
three

issues: the potential

of increasing the output from existing hydropower plants,

the

alleviation of the dimensionality problem for multistate DP, and the use of probabilistic
forecast

in a decision making

process. The uncertainty

in inflows is

represented by

specifying the first two moments of their probability distributions. The concluding remark

of this paper is:
Much has been done
operation. There

is

in the area of

immense room

cleterministic optimization

for

research.

of

in the area of

reservoir
stochastic

optimization of water resources systems.
Karamouz and Houck t19871 compared the performance of a deterministic and
a
SDP model. The deterministic model consists of an algorithm that cycles through
three
components: a dynamic program, a regression analysis, and
describes streamflows

a simulation. The SDp

with a discrete lag-one Markov process. Real-time rcservoir

operation simulation models are constructed for a few hydrologically different sites
and
the comparison of the performance of the rules generated by the models is evaluated
on

the basis of three criteria: the efficiency of the derived operating rules to optimize

a

proposed objective function, the consistency of the rules or the probability that
the actual
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release equals the operatrng rule

in real-time operation, and the effect and adequacy of

the number of characteristic inflows and the number of characteristic storages. Based on

the test cases which include small, medium, large and very large capacity reservoirs
located on rivers with different streamflow characteristics and hypothetical objective
function, the SDP model performs better than the deterministic one for small reservoirs
(capacity

of

207o

of mean annual flow), but for large reservoirs (capacity exceedi ng

50%o

of the mean annual flow) the deterministic model performs better. But the authors
recommend at least 20-30 storage intervals for reseryoirs with 20-50Vo of mean annual

flow, at least 50 intervals for a capacity of mean annual flow and up to 150 intervals for

a capacity more than the mean

annual flow.

Paudyal et al. [1990] used the SDP approach to assess the optimal configuration

of a system of reservoirs (two storage reservoirs and a run-of-the-river plant in series) on
the basis of their joint long-term optimum operation policies. Their algorithm is a two-

step process and

in the first

step, the Incremental DP technique

is applied with

the

objective of maximizing monthly firm energy from the system as a whole ignoring the

streamflow stochasticity.

In the second step, an SDP model which

incorporates the

uncertainty in streamflows has been used to derive a long-term joint operation policy of
the system of reservoirs in the conf,gurations selected from the first step. The outcomes

of this study imply that the SDP methodology (which defines the optimum operation
policies based on expected system performance value for the set of available streamflow
record) is not fully capable of dealing with such a severe consEaint as constant monthly

firm energy which is derived based on critical streamflow series within a detenninistic
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context. The authors conclude by saying that the SDP could be used as ad hoc means
to
assess the

hydrologic reliability of the system.

Li et al. t19901 have compared the performance of their DecompositionCoordination approach with two other methods: SDP with Successive Approximation
and
the Aggregation-Decomposition method. SDP wittr Successive Approximation
uses a local

feedback control policy in which the successive approximation involves a ,one-at-a-time,
'

stochastic optimization for each reservoir assuming an expected operation
of the rest

the reservoirs. The Aggregation-Decomposition approach solves
problems (with

M parallel reservoirs) in which one of

M

of

2-reservoir SDp

the reservoirs in the system is

retained and the remaining (M-1) are aggregated into an equivalent reseryoir
hydro plant

model. The Decomposition-Coordination approach developed by Li et al.
[1990] uses the
Lagrangian relaxation techniques to break the original problem into M hydro
subproblems

and

N thennal

subproblems. The load is assumed to be deterministic

approaches and incorporation of stochasticity

will

in all the three

increase the complexity of the problem

tremendously.

Sherkat [1990] pointed out that the Lagrangian Relaxation method applied to the

hydrothermal dispatch optimization proposed by

Li et al. t19901 with known unit

commitments has an inherent problem, in that the usual pricing decomposition approach
can result in bang-bang type non-convergent solutions; and the quality of the
solutions

to the stochastic optimization problem using the pricing decomposition approach is still
dependent on: (a) the initial values

for the expected multipliers; and (b) the expected

hydro generation obtained from the DP solution of each hydro subproblem in the latest
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iteration.
Druce t19901 developed an SDP model to provide decision support for short-term
energy exports and, if necessary, for flood control on the Peace River in Nonhern British

Columbia. This model explicitly considers flood confiol along with energy production in
operations plannilg. The complication arising from the difference

in time

periods

conesponding to the two objectives is overcome by inputting contemporaneous monthly
and daily inflow data. The operating policy established by the SDp model is passed
on

to a simulation model that detennines a range of possible outcomes.
Braga et al. [1991] proposed an SDP model for the optimization of hydropower
production of a multiple storage-reservoir system with correlated inflows. This
model is
developed focusing on the reduction

in the computation requirement of the backward

recursive algorithm for a complex multireservoir system developed by Arunkumar
and

YehU973l. The basic difficulty arises from the factthatthe backward Dp proceeds from
month to month with no known determinate quantities except the flow transition
probabilities, which define the serial correlations. This becomes computationally
unmanageable when a number

of reservoirs are involved. The model of Braga et al.

U9911consists of two parts. An offJine, one-time-only deterministic Dp computes the

value

of the stored water in all the reservoirs as a function of the several reservoir

storages and the month of the year. The on-line program is formulated in terms of
an SDp

and conducted in real time for operational use.

Karamouz and Vasiliadis
generates optimal operating rules

tl992l developed a Bayesian SDp model,

which

for real-time reservoir operation. In this approach, the
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discrete Markov process is assumed to describe the transition

of an inflow from one

period to the next. The forecast for the next period's flow along with the actual inflow

during the current period and the storage at the beginning of the period are the state
variables

in

generating operating policies.

In

addition, this approach uses Bayesian

decision theory to develop and continuously update prior to posterior probabilities to
capture the natural and forecast uncertainty. Different probability models,
storage discretization schemes are also compared. Vasiliadis and Karamouz

flow

and

l|994l have

expanded the concept of Bayesian SDP in their new approach called the Demand Driven
SDP. This approach includes the uncertain demands for each month as an additional state

variable.

A comparison of three situations based on the demand

characteristics in

optimization-simulation models: (1) the ideal (demand is fixed in both optimization and
simulation); (2) the pseudo-real (fixed demand in optimization, while in simulation
a

it

is

variable); and (3) the real (actual variable demand in both optimization and simulation),

reveals the inappropriateness in the use of an assumed fixed demand in optimi zationwhen

the demand is actually a variable.
The hydrologic reliability of the hydropower generation is very useful to the utility

planners

in making decisions regarding commitments to export power,

contracts for

importing power from other utilities. This is imposed because of the objective of the
operation planning problem:
Choose among all possible operating strategies the one that maximizes the net
benefit obtained as the dffirence betweenthe benefits obtainedfrom the reservoir

operation and the losses accrued due to not meeting the reliability requirements.
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The concept of a reliability-consftained DP aroused from the fact that long range
reservoir operation has to tradeoff the return and the risk associated with not achieving

it. A probabilistic DP model with discounting is formulated to solve the stated problem.
The probabilistic terrn stands for independent stochastic character of the inflows in the
model. The problem has been solved either using the Penalty Augmented approach or the
Lagrangian Duality Theory of nonlinear programming.

In the Penalty Augmented approach, a defTcit cost function is used as a parameter

to ensure that the resulting operating strategies satisfy the target reliability constraints
[Askew, 1974]. Rossman tlgTTl investigated the above problem in a slightly differenr
context, in which the objective is to maximize the expected net benefits resulting from

the operation of a single reservoir subject to a reliability constraint on the expected
number of years in which the system fails to meet a target release. Through Lagrangian

Duality Theory, it is shown by Rossman [1977] thafi (1) the reliability constraint can be
incorporated in a similar way as the Penalty Augmented approach (it is also shown that

the adjustment of only one parameter in the penalty function is enough to
optimality);

and (2)

ensure

in tenns of the reliability constraint, it does not matter in which stage

of the planning period the failure occurs. This implies ttrat the penalty function should not
be affected by the discount factor used to evaluate the present value of the expected net

benefit. The first result suggests that the Penalty Augmented approaches are valid

as

solution procedures. The second result indicates that the specific procedure does not lead

to an optimal solution since the deficit costs are discounted in that formulation.
However, an unexpected result appears
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if the Penalty

Augmented procedurc is

modified in accordance with the above conclusions. Since

it

does not matter

in which

stage of the planning period the failure occurs, the optimal süategy tends to distribute
the

majority of the allowed failures to the early years, when benefits are worth more, by
following a more risky policy than that used in later years, when benefits are worth less
[Rossman,1977].This result is certainly not acceptable in terms of the operation planning
studies. It should be noted, however, that the solution is optimal in terms of the objective

of maximizing the net benefits. This implies that the modelling of the operation planning
problem is not adequate.

The class of reliability constraints studied in Rossman tlg77l is limited to the
expected number of failures along the planning period. The results are extended to
take

into account the risk of any failure during the planning period
[Sniedovich, l9g0] which
encompasses the reliability measure proposed

studies.

in this research for operation

It is shown in Sniedovich t19S0l that, if

planning

the reliability constraint has been

violated in the early stages of the planning period, the operating strategy in the following
stages becomes extremely

risky and it is observed that:

it is rather unlikely that decision makers responsible for reservoir operation wou¡l

be wilting to implement strategies that sooner or later ignore the reliabitity
constraint.

It is also highlighted in Sniedovich

t19801 ttrat

in an operation planning problem,

the decision making process is repeated for each stage treating the reliability aspects in
the same manner- In other words, what must be taken into account in each stage is the
shortage risk from that point to the future, and the failures that occurred in the past should

JJ

not affect decisions for the future. However, this is not true in operations planning during

low-flow seasons when the decisions in future would certainly be influenced by

the

decisions taken during the past.
The author of this thesis is unaware of any work which deals with the evaluation

of the hydrologic reliability explicitly

through SDP algorithms. Neto et

al.

[19g5]

established a simulation criterion which modifies the hydro and thermal energy levels in

order to achieve the target reliability specified by an explicit reliability constraint.
However, Yeh [1985] pointed out that the reliability-based DP suffers greatly from the
'curse of dimensionality' which limits the number of reliability constraints that can be
considered even for a single reservoir system.

To conclude, DP is capable of handling a large range of problems in reservoir
systems. According to the literature [Yeh, 1985; and Mclaughlin and Velasco, 1990], its

major limitation is the curse of dimensionality and the approximations that are used in

finding the solution with this approach.

2.1.3. Other Algorithms

A few applications of other optimization techniques are found in the literature for
the mid-term operation plannfug of reservoirs for hydropower generation. These
discussed in the following subsections.
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are

2.1.3.1. N onlinear Pro grømmíng

Nonlinear programming methods have not been applied to water resources systems
analysis as often as LP or DP. This is primarily due to the fact that these methods
are

much less efficient

in computer time and memory

than the others.

In addition,

the

mathematics is much more complicated, and the methods do not lend themselves
easily

to stochastic problem solutions. The remedial measure is to include a sensitivity
capability

in the algorithm. On the other hand, the application of these methods

has its own

advantages. Nonlinear programming can handle nonseparable and nonlinear
functions
(e.g., hydropower production function) in its formulation.

For the general problem where the objective and constraints are both nonlinear,

the penalty or barrier solution methods could be one of ttre choices
[yeh,
Assuming convexity

of the

constraints, the problem can be solved

19g5].

by applying

the

Lagrangian Dual Procedure [yeh, 19g5].

If

the problem is simpler in the sense that the constraints are linear functions

of

the decision variables and only the objective function is nonlinear, one of the
appropriate

solution techniques is the Gradient Projection Method proposed by Rosen
t19601. The key

feature

of this method is that it

implements the feasible direction algorithm without

solving an LP at each iteration. This is possible since the set of active constraints is
changing at most by one element at a time and the required projection matrix
can be
calculated from the previous one by an updating procedure.
Another method for the same class of problems (i.e., linear constraints, nonlinear
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objective frrnction)

is the Reduced

Tennessee Valley Authority

Gradient Method. The method

is

used

by

the

for scheduling weekly releases [TVA, 1976]. Rosenthal

t19811 applied a modification of the Reduced Gradient Method to optimize a nonlinear
nonseparable objective function with a linear network of flow constraints.
An important

feature

of the algorithm

developed by Rosenthal

t198ll is the integer programming

subproblem whose objective is to obtain the superbasic set and the search directions
for

the Reduced Gradient Method

in

order to improve the accuracy as well as

the

computational efficiency.

Marino and Loaiciga [1985 b] developed a quadratic optimization model to obtain
operation schedules for hydropower systems. The model has the minimum possible
dimensionality, ü'eats spillage and penstock releases as decision variables, and
takes
advantage

of

system-dependent features to reduce the size

stability and convergence
factonzation

of the quadratic

of the decision

space. The

solution algorithm are ensured

of the reduced Hessian matrix and the accurate

computation

by

the

of

the

Lagrangian multipliers. The model is compared with that of Marino and Loaiciga
[19g5

al and it is shown that the optimal release schedules are robust to the choice of the model,
botlr yielding an increase of nearly 27Vo nthe total annual energy production with
respect
to conventional operation procedures, although the quadratic model is more flexible
and

of general applicability. Relationships between energy output and reservoir storage

are

obtained through regression. The problem is, however, deterministic in terms of providing
forecasted inflows and energy demands as inputs to the model.

Tejada-Guibert et al. [1990] have developed an implicit stochastic nonlinear
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programming model called CVFower Optimizer to determine how the Central Valley
Project system might be operated to maximize the value of generated power and energy,
subject to water, energy and power demand constraints. The optimization problem is

solved using

a commercially available

nonlinear programming algorithm MINOS

[Murtagh and Saunders, 1980]. The objective is to maximizethe economic value of the
generated energy, or of the project dependable capacity for each month (or a weighted

combination of the two), based on the operating costs avoided. An important contribution

of this work is that the value of energy and power is considered as a variable since it
depends upon both the month

in which it is provided and the generating unit's capacity

factor; large storage reservoirs can regulate flows to take advantage of such variations in
the value of energy and power. convergence to an optimal solution cannot be guaranteed

for this nonconvex problem and it depends partly on having good starting values for the
decision variables.

A comparison of computation time for plannfug horizons of 12,24,

and 36 months shows that the increase

in the computational time requirement is roughly

proportional to the square of the problem period length.

A summarizing comment on the nonlinear programming methods could be that the
major obstacle for their application is the rate of convergence and the overall high
c

omputational requirements.

2.1.3.2. Simulation

Simulation is a mathematical modelling technique aimed at providing a response

õJI

of the system to a

certain input. The input includes decision rules which provide

guidelines for the operation. The decision maker can examine the consequences of
different operation scenarios for an existing or planned system. These methods can often

be the only means of obtaining ttre solution to the system model, especially when the
system studied is large and complex or when the effects of certain sequences of events

are

of a particular interest or when the probability distributions, rather than only the

means and variances, are required.

A numerical solution is

a process

of selecting a set of values of system parameters

and obtaining a solution of the system model for a selected set. By repeating the
simulation process fot different sets of system parameters, one obtains different sample
solutions. The key activity in the simulation process is the selection of system parameters

to obtain sample solutions. A numerical simulation

procedure applied

to problems

involving random variables with known (or assumed) probability distributions is called
Monte Carlo simulation.

It involves

repeating the simulation process, using

in

each

simulation a particular set of values of the random variables generated in accordance with
the corresponding probability distributions.

A sample from a Monte Carlo simulation is

similar to a sample of experimental observations. Therefore, the results of Monte Carlo
simulations may be treated statistically, and the methods

of statistical estimation

and

inference are applicable.
Simulation models are extensively used in water resources systems planning and
management. Some of the known models are HEC-3, HEC-s, SIM-I and

II. A detailed

review of the simulation models is given in Yeh t19S5l. The advantage of simulation is
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that

it

can be more flexible, versatile and detailed

in the system description than the

optimization techniques. On the other hand, optimization looks to all possible decision
scenarios, while simulation is limited to a finite number of input decision altematives.

The adopted operating rules that can be used as an input to the reservoir planning
and management simulation models are summari zedbyloucks and Sigvaldason

tlgg1l.

They suggest that the operating policies may include some of the following general
concepts: target reservoir storage volumes, allocation zones within the reservoir, flow
ranges, and conditional rule curves dependent on the expected natural inflows.

The combined use

of optimization and simulation models is a common

idea.

Loucks et al. [1981] suggest the use of optimization to screen a great number of feasible
plans in the water resources projects, and to explore the remaining ones in more detail

by applying a simulation model. The general tendency in recent years is to incorporate
an optimization scheme into the simulation model. One of these models is developed by

Sigvaldason U9761.
Sabet and Coe t19861 developed a large-scale optimization and simulation model

which provides schedules for operation of water and power for the Califomia State Water
Project. The deparftnent in charge provides water to municipal and agricultural users, and
manages its electrical loads and resources. The model, therefore, perfonns hydraulic and

electrical computations leading to optimal operation of the entire system. It consists of

hydraulic network programming components to meet the storage objectives at all the
reservoirs, an LP component to determine the schedules at pumping and generating plants,
an electrical network programming component to balance electrical loads and resources,
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and a number of other simulation components.

The practical application

of

optimization techniques

in

water

resources

management is not so widespread due to the complexities of the water resources systems

and the existence

effective tool

for

of noncommensurable objectives. In this regard, simulation is
studying the operation

of the complex water resources

an

system

incorporating the experience and judgement of the planner or design engineer into the
model.

2.1.3.3. Optímal Control Atgorithms

Since the operation of reservoirs largely depends on the ability to predict uncertain

inflows, Mclaughlin and Velasco tl990l suggest that
added emphasis on the prediction aspects

it is more reasonable to put an

of the operations problem and less on the

generality of the problem formulation. One of the ways to accomplish this is to adopt
linear-quadratic formulations which have linear constraints, quadratic benefit functions,
and no inequality constraints. Such problems are attactive because they have recursive

analytical solutions that yield a globally optimal feedback control law

if

the beneflt

function is strictly concave or convex, for maximization or minimization, respectively.
Linear-quadratic control algorithms do not require discretization of the state and control
spaces and therefore do

not suffer from the curse of dimensionality which is generally

associated with DP techniques. They can, therefore, incorporate more complex models

of

hydrologic variability (spatial and temporal) than algorithms which require state and
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control discretization. The price paid for these benefits is a loss of generality, and, more

specifically, an inability to accommodate inequality constraints.

A number of investigators have incorporated various

aspects

of linear-quadratic

theory in their solutions to reservoir operations problems. Murray and Yakow

itz Ílg7gl

used a constrained differential DP approach to develop a reservoir operations control

algorithm. This algorithm imbeds a linear-quadratic solution in an iterative loop which
continually refines an initial suboptimal solution. Since the algorithm is detenninistic, it
makes no provision for inflow uncertainty.

Mizyed et al. [1992] proposed two approaches for the deterministic operation of
a very large

multireseloir system in Srilanka. The first involves monthly application of

the optimal-control algorithm to find an optimal policy for the next year, based on current
storage and forecasted or historical inflows and demands.

A partly heuristic approach is

developed to correct violations in state variable constraints, thus handling some of the
convergence problems that are common in optimal control. The second approach is an

implicit stochastic algorithm t¡at ittimately discards the mathematical representation of
the physical system in favour of linear operating rules. A detenninistic optimal-conftol

algorithm produces an optimal monthly operation policy for the historical period of
record, and this policy is, in tum, used to develop the linear operating rules via linear
regression. The Conjugate Gradient Method is used to achieve faster convergence to an

optimal solution. Constraints on the state variable, for example, the storage, can be treated
successfully through a quadratic penalty function.
Hanscom et al. [1980] developed a deterministic discrete-time optimal control
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algorithm which comprises of linear transition equations,

a

highly nonlinear objective and

bounds on both the state and control variables. The solution algorithm is of the Reduced

Gradient type, with the control variables that are nonbasic to provide good conditioning.
Because

of the linear relationship between the state and conftol variables, the set of

feasible directions at a point is a polyhedral convex cone and the bounds both on the
state

and control variables can be accounted for by means of an algorithm for the orthogonal
projection of the gradient on the cone. Mid-term planning is carried out and the
objective

is to meet weekly loads at minimum cost which depends on weekly energy markets and
on the reward for final reservoir storage.
Georgakakos and Marks t19S7l used linear-quadratic concepts to develop an
iterative search algorithm called the Extended Linear
Quadratic Gaussian Controller which
solves a stochastic real-time reservoir operations problem with strict inequality constraints.

This controller accounts for system uncertainties, control and state reliability constraints,
nonlinear d¡mamls5, and general performance indices, and

it is designed to display

computational efficiency and reliability. The objective is to maximize energy generation

subject

to

release and storage reliability constraints imposed from the operational

requirements. The handling of state constraints is done via the penalty function which, in
general,is less efficient than the treatment of control constraints via the projected
Newton

Method. Although their approach accounts for uncertainty,

it

relies on an open-loop

solution which does not recognize that measurements will be available at future times.
This solution is updated whenever

ne\ry measurements become available.

Wasimi and Kitanidis t19831 and Loaiciga and Marino t19851 used
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closed-loop stochastic linear-quadratic control algorithms in their studies of flood confol
reservoirs.

Mclaughlin and Velasco 119901 have investigated the performance

of

a

Linear-quadratic Control Algorithm applied to a system of hydropower reseruoirs. The
objective is to track a nominal trajectory that represents finn or confracted power output,
i.e., to maximize the long-term hydropower benefit obtained from the complete reservoir
system. The authors also proposed an approximate way of incorporating the inequality
constraints in some parts of the control algorithm.
Georgakakos [1993] presented practical real-time operational tradeoffs common
among reservoir systems, and a control model which avoids an all-encompassing problem

fonnulation and distinguishes three operational modes (levels) corresponding to normal,
drought and flood operations. The problem forrnulated in each control level is solved
using the control scheme which includes an inflow predictor, and two control modules.

The static module specifies turbine power loads based on turbine characteristics, net
hydraulic head, minimum and maximum outflow rates, and power commitrnents
(instantaneous quantities). The dynamic module optimizes system perfonnance over time

and determines energy generation schedules that satisfy minimum

generation

commitments during peak and ofþeak periods, meet weekly average outflow constraints,
balance reseryoir drawdowns (for example, to provide equal recreation opportunities at

the system reservoirs), and observe a certain order during refilling after droughts or
emptying after floods. This module can utilize deterministic or stochastic inflow forecasts
and the two modules periodically exchange information to ensure operational consistency.
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Yao and Georgakakos [1993] proposed a new stochastic control approach which
is based on the premise that the reservoir operator wishes to have a set of policies which
are guaranteed to meet all system constraints rather than optimize specific objectives.
The

authors claim that this mode

of operation is more meaningful under crisis

situations.

Relationships between discharges and storage for some constant level of power generation
are estimated and used as inputs to the control problem. This work is an extension
of the

basic algorithm presented by Georgakakos and Yao t19931, in which the authors say
that
the product of two state variables cannot be explicitly handled in this control framework,

but one can usually overcome this predicament by following a

well-established

engineering rule:
when faced with a nonlinear problem, linearize [Schweppe

,

rg73].

This basic algorithm is revised in Yao and Georgakakos tlgg3l first

to

accommodate for linearized hydropower function with energy demand constraints, and

later to take into account the value of energy to avoid the cost of altemative energy
sources. The case study involves a 3-reservoir system and is shown to take a reasonable

computational effort to provide the operating policies.

Generally, this algorithm cannot use inequality constraints and hence, cannot
account for physical limitations on reservoir storage or release. So this algorithm behaves

as

if

the reservoir storage and release are unresticted. Consequently, the releases it

computes do not consider the effects of spills or overdrafts which may occur in the future.

In applications where nonlinearities are significant, this algorithm may not be appropriate.
For narrow storage variations, this will be useful.
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2.1.3.4. Mínímum Norm Formulatìon

Christensen and Soliman I19871 developed anew algorithm for solving the optimal

long-term problem of a hydropower system for maximum expected benefits (benefits from
energy generated by a hydropower system over the planning period plus the expected

future returns from water left

in storage at the end of that period). The problem is

formulated as a minimum nonn problem

in the framework of a functional

analytic

optimization technique. The method uses the expected value of probabilistic inflows and
a relationship between power generation and the corresponding discharge from

reseloirs

which is derived by least square curve fitting to typical data available. The advantage of

this approach being its ability to deal with large scale coupled power systems and its
negligible computational time requirement.

2.1.3.5. Mín-Max Technique

Nardini and MontoyalI9g5l have developed the risk-averse Min-Max Technique

for the management of a single multiannual reservoir aimed at hydroelectric generation
and water supply. Inflows, energy demands, and water supply demands are assumed to
be deterministic and several scenarios are given in order to make the problem implicitly
stochastic for all the years. Pointwise indicators termed as 'performance indices' for these

two purposes are developed based on the amount of actual release to the corresponding
required release for each of the two purposes, and also on the amount of water losses
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such as spill and infiltration. The objective is to maximize these indicators which conflict

with each other. A two-phase solution algorithm is presented and in ttre first phase, the
minimum release policy problem is adopted and solved by the 'constraint method, by
optimizing only with respect to a final required storage in the reservoir.

2.2. NEED FOR A NE\ry MODEL FOR OPERATION PLANNING

Many of the models developed for hydropower optimi zationare deterministic
[Hall
and Roefs, 1966; Daellenbach and Read, 1976; Munay and yakowitz, 1979; Hansom et

al., 1980; Bechard et al., 1981; Pereira and pinto, 19g5; Grygier and stedinger,
Allen and Bridgeman, 1986; and Reznicek and Simonovic

19g5;

, I9g0l. Planning the operation

of hydropower systems is essentially a stochastic problem. Results of Dagli and Miles
[1980], Labadie et al. [1981], and Vasiliadis and Karam ouz [1994] suggest that repeated
optimization with a detenninistic forecast may not yield as efficient a policy as simpler
rules that are imposed to reflect the uncertainty in future inflows. The need for developing

a stochastic opttmization approach which could be used in reservoir management and
other areas of water resources systems is well stated by Grygier and Stedinger
[19g5].

Also, the need for modelling uncertainty in the operation of a reservoir for hydropower
generation is emphasizedby Daellenbach and Read tl976l.

At present, the need to represent uncertainties of future operating conditions in
power system planning and operations is widely recognized. by the utility industry. For
example, the reliability evaluation methods, which assess the probability and severity of
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failures in load supply, are no\ry routinely used in utility studies. Computational tools for
probabilistic studies generally require sophisticated mathematical models, which have been
classified as analytical and simulation techniques.

An example of an analytical model is Generation Reliability Evaluation, in which

the probability distribution of the total available generating capacity is obtained by
convolution of unit capacity distributions, and compared with the probability distribution

of system load lBillinton and Allan, 1984]. The computational efficiency of these models
can be further enhanced by the use

of series expansion

techniques to carry out the

rcquired convolutions. These models have several attractive features: they are accurate,
computationally efficient, and, most importantly they provide the planner with insights

regarding the relationships between input variables and final results. Their major
limitations are related to the simplifying assumptions which may be required for analytical

tractability. The extension of analytical models to incorporate additional features often
leads to infeasible computational requirements [Breipohl et al., 1990].

Simulation methods, among which the Monte Carlo technique

is the most

common, are based on the random sampling of scenarios followed by the analysis of each
sampled scenario. The expected system operation index is estimated as the mean over

several scenarios. The advantages

of the Monte Carlo sampling

approach are its

conceptual simplicity, that is, each sampled scenario can be seen as a possible history of
system operation; and its flexibility, that is,

it is easy to incoqporate complex modelling

features. One possible limitation of this method is related to the computational effort,

which increases quadratically with the required accuracy of the estimates.
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Pereira et al.

ll992l

proposed that the analytical methods and Monte Carlo

simulation methods are not mutually exclusive approaches, as often mentioned in the
technical literature. On the contrary, these methods have complementary features which,

if

properly exploited, can provide the decision maker with both an adequate system

representation and acceptable computational requirements. The authors describe a general

framework for combining analytical and Monte Carlo approaches by using a simpler
analytical model as an approximation to a more detailed model

in a Monte

Carlo

simulation scheme. The simulation then deals with the 'residual', that is, the difference
between the results of the detailed model and of the approximation. Application of this

hybrid approach has been demonstrated, along with other applications, for the operation

of a multireservoir hydroelectric

system.

Conceptually, there are two ways of incorporating the stochastic nature of inputs

into an analytical mathematical programming model. One way is to incorporate

the

stochasticity implicitly in the model through sensitivity analysis
[Pereira and pinto, 19g5;

Grygier and Stedinger, 1985, and Reznicek and Simonovic, lgg}l. Optimization has to
be perforrned with different scenarios of stochastic data to evaluate their impact on the
operation policy. To improve the operation policy, forecasted input is updated whenever

additional information

is

available and the model

is rerun. The

second way

is

to

incorporate the stochasticity explicitly through probability constraints. One of the explicit
approaches is SDP [Little, 1955; Buras, 1963; Bras et al., 19g3; Stedinger

Trezos and Yeh, 1987; Paudyal

et al.,

1990;

et al., r9g4;

Li et al., 1990; and Braga et al., lggi-l.

Based on the literature cited in Section 2.1.2, the observations of the author of this thesis
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are that SDP suffers from the following drawbacks: (1) the curse of dimensionality; (2)

an inability to handle large water resources systems; (3) the implicit incorporation of
uncertainty in energy demands; and (a) an inability to evaluate the reliability of ttre
reservoir system explicitly.

All

ttre SDP formulations developed

forhydropower optimizationpresented to date

consider the uncertainty in reservoir inflows through the transition probability matrices

or the probability distributions. None of those formulations considers the uncertainty in
energy demands. The energy demands arc either assumed as deterministic lstedinger et

al., 1984; and Braga et al.,

l99Il or are treated as decision variables in the formulation

[Trezos and Yeh, 1987; and Paudyal

et al., 1990]. The

task

of

incorporating the

uncertainty in energy demand in these models appears to be complex and cumbersome.

For example, the demand driven DP algorithm proposed by Vasiliadis and Karamouz

lt994l for a single multþurpose reservoir, when extended to a system of reservoirs will

be complex and computationally infeasible. Another explicit

approach

is

the

linear-quadratic method. As described in Section 2.1.3.3, this approach cannot represent
the physical constraints on the reservoir system and also cannot handle a large variation

in

storages.

Yet another approach which has the capability of including risk directly in the
optimization

is CCP. In this

approach, the uncertainty

in inputs is modelled

by

considering them as stochastic variables. The stochastic nature of inputs is incorporated

in the model through the use of

cumulative probability functions

of the stochastic

variables. Furthermore, probabilistic constraints and preassigned tolerance levels are used
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to transform the stochastic optimization problem into its deterrninistic equivalent. The
application of chance constraints to a reservoir system optimization is initiated by ReVelle

et al. [1969]. CCP formulations neither penalize explicitly the constraint violations nor
provide a recourse action to correct realized constraint violations as a penalty [yeh,
19851. The CCP approach has been cnticized,

by Hogan et al. [1981], and has been

reported to generate very conservative solutions. However, Yeh I19851 concluded that the

intrinsic capability of CCP to incorporate the stochastic nature of inflow in a linear
program offers an advantage over other stochastic models. Application

of CCP to

hydropower production has been attempted by Houck et al. [1980] in which the expected
value of energy demand is included in a linear decision rule model. This wor.k does not
model the uncertainty in energy demand.

Linear CCP approach is one of the simplest ways to develop an operational
measure of the reliability of the linear systems, under the assumption that only the righthand side elements of the constraints of the system are random and mutually independent

statistically. In this approach, a set of tolerance levels in terms of probability measures,
one for each probability constraint, is preassigned by the decision maker to indicate the

limit up to which

constraint violations afe permitted. This view

chance-constraints allows the interpretation

of

linear

of an LP model as a system where each

probability constraint can be viewed as a system component with its reliability. This
interpretation leads to the evolution of the systems reliability programming and hence the
system reliability

of the LP model can be defined in terms of the reliability of

individual components [Sengupta, 1972].
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ttre

2.3. RELIABILITY PROGRAMMING MODEL

Application

of a reliability

programming (refened

to as RP)

approach, also

referred to as a reliability model in this thesis, for reservoir management is first attempted

by Colomi and Fronza ll976l.In their work, a single reliability constraint is used to
represent the reliability of the single purpose reservoir and the goal is to determine the

monthly contract volumes to be released by the reservoir. The approach has been
extended by Simonovic and Marino [1980, 1981, lg82] to model a single multipurpose

reservoir as well as reservoir systems without considering hydropower generation. The

main contribution of their work is the incorporation of monthly downsffeam releases in

the objective function with an aim of maximizing the benefits obtained from

these

releases. Simonovic and Orlob t19841 also used the reliability programming approach to

water quality management.
One of the advantages of the reliabitity model is the consideration of risk-benefit

analysis explicitly. Friedman et al. [1984] pointed out that the Office

of Technology

Assessment surveyed the water resources professionals in22 federal agencies and offices

and in all 50 states of the U.S. to determine: (1) how models are currently being used;

(2) their present capabilities and limitations; and (3) constraints to further use. Their
findings show a high potential for model usage to address economic and social issues
(which includes the risk-benefit analysis). Another advantage of the reliability model is
that the uncertainty in energy demand can, very easily, be incorporated in the formulation.

This task is very complex and cumbersome in other formulations such as SDP.
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In the next chapter,
a

a

reliability model is developed for planning the operation of

reservoir with hydropower generation as the major purpose [Srinivasan and Simonovic,

t994bl. Flood control is included

as the secondary purpose

in this study. The stochastic

nature of reservoir inflows is incorporated in the model through the use of cumulative

probability distribution functions. A set of probabilistic constraints associated with the
reliabilities of the reservoir performance has been defined as the major component of the
model. The approach considers the levels of these reliabilities as decision variables. In
order to deal with the new decision variables, the objective function requires modification

and hence, the concept of a risk-loss function is introduced. The formulation of

a

reservoir system management as a reliability program follows the recommendation of
Hogan et al. [1981] by considering the reliability levels as decision variables.
Risk-loss functions in a reliability model evaluate the losses associated with the

risk of choosing

an infeasible solution. These losses may consist

damages or deficit

of penalties due to flood

in energy supply and are difficult to interpret in the absence of

a

comparison with the net benefit obtained from the reservoir operation. These risk-loss

functions aid in determining the trading offs between the benefits and the risk in the
decision making process. The methodology for deriving the risk-loss functions for flood

control and water supply has been proposed by Simonovic and Marino t19811. A new
methodology for deriving the risk-loss function for hydropower generation is discussed

in Chapter 4,

and also

in Srinivasan et al. [1995].
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3. FORMULATION OF THE RELIABILITY MODEL

One of the objectives of this research is to develop a mathematical model for
planning the operation of a multipurpose multireservoir system for hydropower generation

with uncertain inputs. In this chapter, a reliability model is developed and presented for
a single multipurpose reservoir serving flood conúol and hydropower generation, which
evaluates the values of reliabilities along with the optimal policy. Thus, the reliability
model aids the planner in carrying out an explicit risk-benefit analysis. Risk-loss functions

form an important component of this model, which are used in the model to explicitly
represent the economic losses associated with not meeting the reliability requirements

the various purposes served by the reservoir.

for

In the following section, the basic

forrnulation of the reliability model is presented in which the uncertainty in reservoir

inflows is incorporated using probability constraints by considering the inflows

as

stochastic variables. The energy demands are assumed to be deterministic, that is, the

demands are assumed

to be known for the entire planning period lsrinivasan and

Simonovic, l994bl.In the last section of this chapter, two approaches for incorporating
the uncertainty in energy demand are discussed, namely, considering the energy demand
as a stochastic variable or as a fuzzy variable.

3.1. BASIC FORMULATION

The variability in reservoir inflows is incorporated into the reliability model
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through

a couple of probability

constraints, which are derived from the physical

characteristics of the reservoir as shown in Figure 3.1. The first constraint is derived
based on the fact that the storage in the reservoir in any time period should not exceed
the maximum storage which is usually taken as the physical capacity

if

ttre reservoir is

not used for flood control purposes. Here, flood control is the secondary purpose and
hence the maximum storage bound is computed after giving consideration to the flood
control freeboard. Provision of a flood control freeboard will mitigate flood damages, and
the probability of not violating the bound on maximum storage can be associated with the

reliability of the reseryoir system performance for flood control. The second constraint
is based on the fact that the storage in the reservoir in any time period should not go
below the minimum storage required in that time period as shown in Figure 3.1, which
may be taken as the dead storage

if

there is no other storage requirement. [n this case,

hydropower generation is the primary pulpose, and there is usually an elevation range in

which the reservoir is allowed to operate for energy generation. This range is called the
'operating range' and is determined by the electical utility responsible for operating the
reservoirs. The lower bound

of this range could be taken as the minimum

storage

requirement for hydropower generation, and hence the probability of not violating the

minimum storage constraint can be associated with the reliability of reservoir system
perforrnance for hydropower generation.

The reliability model for planning the operation of a multipurpose reservoir is
developed using the storage continuity equation:
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=

s,

Sr-t + I,

vt

-&-sPt-LOt

(1)

where S, is the storage in the end of the time period r ; R, is the average release through

the turbines for energy generation in time period

t;

SP,is the avera"Ee spill from the

reservoir through the spillway (that is not used for energy generation) in time period r

;

LO, is the average loss of water from the reservoir such as evaporation and seepage in
time period t ; and

1,

is the uncertain inflow into the reservoir in the time interval (t-I,t).

Reservoir

Inflow ( /r )
Floodcontrol storage ( 0r)
Operating range

Minimum storage
requlrement tor

.

tttttt
l¿¿¿t¿
\\\a\\

hydropower generation

Tailwater

Figure 3.1. Conceptual Diagram of a Single Multipurpose Reservoir
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All

the terms in Equation (1) are expressed in volume units (for example, cubic

meters) or in flow units (for example, cubic meters per second).

The reservoir loss in any time period t, LOt, can be estimated from the surface
area of water

in the reservoir and the rate of

evaporation per unit surface area. The

storage-area curve of the reservoir, which relates the surface area and the storage, can be

used to express the loss as a fiinction of the storage in the reservoir. However, in the
present formulation, the reservoir losses (LO,) are ignored. Therefore, Equation (1) is

rewritten

as,

E = 4-t *It- 4-sP'

VT

(2)

Decision variables in the reliability model are: (1) the average release through the
turbines in time period t, R,; (2) the average head in the reservoir in time period t,

h.r

;

(3) the storage in the reservoir at the end of time period t, S,; (4) the average spill from
the reservoir in time period

t,

SP,; (5) energy exported to other utility companies in time

period t, Et ; (6) the energy imported from other utilities in time period t, IMt; (7) the

reliability of hydropower generation in the planning period, F ; an¿ (8) the reliability of
flood confrol in the planning period, o.

3.1.1. Set of Constraints

The reservoir operation is subject to physical, environmental, economic, and other

constraints. In this section, the constraints in the reliability model are presented in the

following order: (a) probability constraints; (b) constraints on reservoir elevations and
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releases; (c) constraints on energy demands; (d)'consfraints on reliabilities; and (e)
constraints on reservoir storage.

a.

Probability Constraints

The constraint on the maximum reservoir storage can be represented

P(S,.S.*-0r)>ü

as:

V'

(3)

where S,,,*, is the maximum storage in the reservoir, and 0, is the minimum flood control

volume to be maintained in the reservoir in time period
exceedance

of this constraint. This consfaint

in

crx l00%o

and cr is the probability of

in the reservoir

is

t, and thus, the possibility of a flood

is

ensures that the storage

less than (S,,,n* - e, ) in a*1007o of time period

avoided

t,

of the time. So the value of cr is taken as the reliability of flood

control.
Substituting Equation (2)

n

Equation (3) yields,

P ( 4-r *It- 4-sPr = Sr*-0, ) >

s'

vt

(4)

Since 1, is a random variable, Equation (a) is rewritten as,

P ( 4 < S,*-0,-4-,*4*SP, ) >

&

VI

(s)

The electrical utility companies often incorporate the temporal variation in load
(and hence, the energy demand) through load duration curves,

in the mathematical

models. An example of a load duration curve for a given time period r is shown in Figure

3.2, which shows the variation of the load within the time period r. A horizontal straight
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line implies a unifotm load in the entire time period r. This curve is approximated by
few linear snips (as fraction of the time period), as shown in Figure 3.2,

a

and the load is

assumed to be constant within each strip. Different energy pripes may be assigned to each

of these strips. The number of strips needed depends on the precision with which the load
curve has to be specified in the planning model. I-et
a

nsl be the total number of strips in

unit time period and all the time periods have an equal number of strips.

I

r

6û

o

-l

I
I
I
I

C)

I

V)

I
I

>t
(t)

-

I

Load striP nsl

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

F+l

Portion of the time
period represented by
the first load strip

f

FÍgure 3.2. Representation of the Load-Duration Curve
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For a given time period and a given load pattem in strip /s, the

associated

variables are: the average release from the reservoir for hydropower generation, R,b ttre
;
average hydraulic head on the turbines,

energy export,

E!';

hf

; the storage at the end of the strip,

S,,"

; ttr"

and the imported energy, IM,t".Even though the variables such as

releases, export energy, and the import energy in each load strip can be represented in this

formulation, the storage (and hence, the reservoir elevation) has to be specified only at
the end of time period r. The weighted average storage, ,Sf"8, is assumed to represent the
storage at the end

of the time period r (weight for the load strip /s being equal to the

fraction of the time period r represented by that strip), that is,

vt

E_SÏ'

(6)

The deterministic equivalent of Equation (5) is written as:
nsl

S.*-sr-S,T.Èrq**Spr>r'rrt{ø) vt
where F>;'

(.)

e)

is the inverse value of the cumulative distribution function of the sum of

inflows up to and including the time period r . A detailed explanation of the mathematical
transformation is given in Appendix A.
The main use of the reservoir is hydropower generation. Many of the electrical

utilities in North America which generate most of the energy requirements through
hydropower generation have established a minimum reservoir storage requirement (also
called a rule curve). This storage requirement is established based on the energy demand
on the system as well as the anticipated inflow conditions in the river during the planning

period. The second probability constraint is derived from the fact that the storage in the
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reservoir in any time period should not go below the minimum storage requirement in that

time period.
The constraint on the minimum reservoir storage can be written

P (S, 2 v, ) >
where

as:

vt

B

(8)

d is the storage at the end of the time period t, v,is the minimum volume required

for the purpose of hydropower production, and p is the probability of exceedance of this
constraint. This constraint ensures that the reseryoir storage is greater than v, n þ*1007o

of the time period t, and thus, the storage requirement for energy generation can be met

fully in þ*1007o of the time. So the value of p is taken

as the

reliabitity of the reservoir

for hydropower generation.
Analogous to Equation (7), the deterministic equivalent of Equation (8) is,

v,

-

wl

SÏrt

+f

¿s=l

n^ * sp, = F# (1-B) v t

(e)

The practical importance of the minimum storage requirement (4

) for the

Manitoba Hydro system is presented in Simonovic and Srinivasan ï19931, and is also
explained through an example in Chapter 6.

b. Constraints on heads and releases

Release from the reservoir may have a lower bound depending on the

firm energy

generation or the minimum flow requirement downstream of the reservoir, and an upper

bound specified by the maximum allowable discharge downstream of the reservoir or the
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turbine capacity. Similarly, the reservoir elevation or the head will have upper and lower
bounds depending on the storage requirements.

c. Constraints on energy

The constraints are developed based on the characteristics of the specific system
under study, namely, the export energy commiments, available altemative energy, and

the import energy commitments. The following constraints have been developed for
Manitoba Hydro, the case study for this research. Manitoba Hydro is an interconnected

utility and has the main goal of satisfying the energy demand described by the load
duration curve in each time period of the planning period. As mentioned earlier in this
chapter, the energy requirement (ENMIN,k) is considered as a deterministic input in the

basic formulation of the reliability model.

The firm energy demand is taken as the customer demand plus the finn export
energy commiûnent to other utilities, minus any firm import energy commitments from
other utilities. In Figure 3.3, the area ABCD represents the firm energy demand in load

strip

/s in time period t . There are three cases:
Case 1:

If

the reservoir storage and the external market conditions permit, the

utility exports energy on an intemlptible basis

(E ^

) in order to increase its revenue, that

is, the energy produced is given by the area ABF'E' and hence the excess energy over
the firm energy demand as given by the area CDE'F' is exported,

Case 2: Energy produced is given by the area ABCD and hence the energy is

6T

neither imported to nor exported from the utility,
Case 3: The utility imports energy on an intemrptible basis during the periods of

deficits, i.e., when the energy produced is less than the firm energy demand. Referring
to Figure 3.3, the energy produced is given by the area ABC'D' which is less than the

fitm energy demand and the deficit in energy as given by the area CDD'C' is imported
from other utilities.

Load Strip /s
in timeperiod r

Figure 3.3. Energy Balance Diagram
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The constraint which represents these three cases is,

ce * R^ * h:' where

v¡-ts

C'
=

zf * rMf = ENMTN\

v t, Is

(10)

is the conversion factor in the energy equation given by:

Energy 4equirement within load strip Is

(11)

Even though the utility can increase its net benefit by exporting energy to other

utilities, there is a maximum bound on the intemrptible energy export in each load sffip
/s in time period t

(EMÐç'). This bound is decided by the utility

based on the factors

such as water availability, export market conditions, and the capacity of the transmission

network. This bound is represented by the area CDEF in Figure 3.3 andthe mathemattcal

form of the constraint is specified

E:' <

EMAn:

as,

(r2)

Vr,ls

However, depending on the goal to be achieved by the utility planners, the energy
constraints given by Equations (10) and (12) can be modified accordingly.

d. Constraints on reliabilities

A reliability of l00Vo implies that the system will not fail and a reliability of

OVo

implies that the system will certainly fail. Constraints on the reliabilities of the system for

flood control and hydropower generation respectively,
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are:

0 <ø,Ê<

(13)

1

e. Constraints on reservoir storage

The hydraulic head on the turbines is the difference between the water level
elevation in the reservoir and the water level immediately downsÍeam of the generation
station (referred to as the tail water tevel). The tait water level is a function of the flow

through the turbines and the storage in the reservoir immediaæly downstream. At any
time period l, the relation (represented byfr ) between the reservoir elevation (å, and the
)
storage (S'

); and the relation (represenûedby

and the release through the turbines (R)

l,

) between the tail water elevation

(åo)

in the generating station are expressed

respectively as:

4 = Í(s,)

(14)

hd = Íz(Rr,Sdo*r)

(ls)

where ,Sro,n is the water storage downstream of the reservoir.
Discharge through the turbines raises the tail water and affects the hydraulic head.

In the present formulation, the hydraulic

head

is

assumed

to be independent of

discharge through the turbines. This assumption can be justified

in

the

some practical

situations such as a power plant across a river of very large width, where the tail water
raises hardly by a few feet even when the discharge is high. This small raise is negligible
when compared to a reservoir head on the order of several hundreds of feet. In the present

formulation, the relation given by Equation (15) is ignored. The nonlinear stage-storage
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cnrve shown in Figure 3.4 and as given by Equation (14), is approximated using the
piecewise linearization technique in the operating range. The average head in time period

t (h, ) is computed using Equation (14) from

the reservoir storage corresponding to the

average of the storage values in the beginning of r and (t-1).Therefore, Equation (14) is

rewritten

as,

*
(
h,-P * sÏtt s,4 ) =htu

vt

I
o

'.5

cË

C)

c)
C)

C)

Linearized curve

()

\

(€

Þ

h.tm.n
Storage

Figure 3.4. Stage-storage Relationship in the Reservoir
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(16)

where h-h is the lower bound of the operating range; tr, is the average hydraulic head; and

y is the slope of the linearized

storage-stage cuwe, which can take a single value or

multiple values depending on the number of linear segments used to approúmate the
nonlinear stage-storage curve.
The model tends to deplete the storage in the reservoir in the planning period as
the objective is to maximize the net benefits. But, the storage available in the reservoir
at the end of the planning period

will

be used for energy generation

in the future. Hence,

the storage at the end of the planning period is an important parameter, and is included
as a decision variable

in the objective function. Even though the storage term appears in

Equation (16), there is some approximation involved in deriving the same. Hence, the

flow continuity equation as given by Equation (2), is introduced as an

additional

constraint. Rewriting Equation (2),

Ir=Sr-Sr-r*4*SP,

vt

(t7\

Since inflow (1, ) is a random component, the expression on the right-hand side

of Equation (17) may lie anywhere in the range of variation of inflow. Lower and upper
bounds of inflow in any time period (shown as points A and B respectively in Figure 3.5)
are the deterministic equivalents coresponding to the lowest (P,

) and the highest (p,

)

probabilities specified in the cumulative distribution function of the sum of inflows up to
and including the time period /. In other words, the flow values Fr;I(Pt

respectively,

will

) and FL;](p, ),

be the upper and lower bounds on the right-hand side expression of

Equation (17) which is rewritten

as:
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ri

fP¿) =

I

^

sf - s,1," * $, ^,- * sP, = Fi ( Pu )

vt

(18)
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Sum of inflows up to time period

,¡l

f

Figure 3.5. Cumulative DÍstribution Function of the Sum of Reservoir Inflows

3.1.2. Objeôtive Function

The objective of this model is to maximize the benefits accrued from hydropower
generation and flood control, and also to minimize the losses incurred due to not meeting
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the required reliability levels for each of the purposes served by the reservoir. The
objective function, thus, has four components. The first and second components represent
the benefits accrued from operating the reservoir for hydropower generation and flood

control. The third component is used to describe the yearly risk loss for not meeting the

reliability level associated with flood control, and the fourth, to describe the yearly risk
loss for not meeting the reliability level associated with hydropower production. The
mathematical form of the objective function is written
T

max

ttcl

[[I,
tL
t=l

rßx( Çex nl'.nf -

¿s=l

-

LC,

*

sP,

as:

E: \ * rexp* * zl' -

I * Br* Sr r - t=lË

BFttr-)

-

cimpt"

Líq.)

* mfl
(1e)

-

r2G)

The first component in Equation (19) consists of the firm energy requirement
which includes the firm export and import energy commiments (Ck

*Rtt"

*h,t'- q/,) wittr

an associated revenue coefficient of r/" lin $ per energy unit); intemrptible energy export
(E,h) from the

utility with an associated revenue coefficient of rexpt" (in $ per energy

unit); cost incurred for importing energy QM,\ from other utilities with an associated cost
coefficient of cimpt' (in $ per energy unit); the penalty for the water spilled (SP, ) from
the reservoir with an associated loss coefficient of LC, (in $ per unit storage spilled); and

the expected benefits by keeping a storage (S.'",
(consisting

)

at the end of the planning period

of Z number of fme periods) for energy generation in the future with an

associated benefit coefficient of B, (in $ perunit storage retained in the reservoir). The
second component in Equation (19) is the total benefit from flood control in the planning

period Z, which is computed as the sum of the benefit
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(BF, in $ per unit

storage)

obtained when a flood control space, 0,, is provided in the reservoir in time period /. The

third and fourth components in Equation (19) evaluate the probability of system failure

in terms of

monetary losses. Values

system, and

Lt(.) and' Lt(.) are the yearly risk-loss functions for flood confrol and

of c and Ê ate the reliabilities of the reservoir

hydropower generation respectively.
The coefficients such as r", rexp", and cimpt', can easily be estimated for every

load strip /s. The coefficient B. influences the storage availability for future energy
generation. The coefficientLC, is the penalty for a spill from the reservoir during the time

period r, which will possibly quantify the economic, social and environmental impacts of
the spill on the downstream of the reservoir. The functioî

Ll.)

quantifies the impacts of

flooding for the entire planning horizon. Many of the Canadian utilities use regressionbased approaches
estimated a

to estimate Br. However, the coefficients' LC, can be specifically

priori for the system under study, in conjunction with the function L,(.), to

impose the consequences of spills (which are not used for energy generation) from the
system.

The complexity of the nonlinear program given by Equations (3) through (19) can
be reduced substantially by introducing a reasonable assumption that the net benefits and
the risk losses are, respectively, concave and convex functions of their arguments [Colorni
and Fronza,1976l. Simonovic and Marino t19S0l used logarithmic approximations of risk

functions, which are convex functions of their arguments, namely, the risks.
Simonovic and Marino t19811 developed the methodologies to derive realistic riskloss functions for flood control and water supply using the pertinent economic, hydrologic
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and hydraulic data. These risk-loss functions are also convex functions

of the risks. A

new methodology for deriving the risk-loss function for hydropower generation is
developed in this research, and is presented in the next chapter.

3.1.3. Linearization of the Energy Function

The lineariza[on procedure originally suggested by Can et al. [1982] is used in

this formulation. It is found to be appropriate for a large storage reservoir with a small
operating rarige. This results

in the nonlinearity in the energy

function to be not

significant due to very small head variations. The ltneanzation procedure is explained
below:

Introducing two new variables

X:' = 0.5*(Rß *nf

Xl"

and

y!'

,

)

(20)

Y: = 0.5*(R¡-nl'l

(21)

the product term in Equations (10) and (19) is replaced by the expression,

n! *h! = Íxf

j' -

tvf t'

(22)

Each of the nonlinear single valued functions is approximated here by piecewise linear
functions. The bounds on the new variables X,/" and Yl' are set using the known bounds

of the decision variables

R,/" and h,t" as follows:
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* (RMIN\

xMrNf

0.5

+ nMINf )

(23)

XlurAx:'

0.5 x (RMAX:' + nmAxf )

(24)

YMINf

0.5

* (RMrN: -

HMAL:' )

(2s)

0.5

* (RMAL:' - HMrNf )

(26)

YMAX\

=

€=(XMÆ(+XM\N)
2

XMIN

Figure 3.6. Linearization of the Energy Function
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where xMIN,t' , xMAX,t", YMIN: , YMAX:', RMINI", RMAYI', HMIN,k

,

and HMAXI" are the

minimum and maximum bounds on the variables x,t", y:', R,t' , and å,/" respectively.
Referring to Figure 3.6,the nonlinear curve
linearized segment

for

the variable X,r'is shown, andAB is the

in the range {XMAX - XMIN>. For a given load stip /s, and time

period /, the equation of the line ,48 is:

Íx:'l' = - XMAL!" * xMrN: +txMAXf * XM1N: I * x,^
Similarly the equation for the linearized curve for the variable

Íy:'1, =

-yMAx,^ * vMIN:" +lyMAx!" + nMIN!'

when the ranges of hneanzation of

xf'

and, y,t"

,

Q7\

f,t" is written as,

I * r,^

(2s)

that is, {xMAX,t' - YMIN,,"

} *d

{YMAX,I' - YMIN,k }, are small, better linear approximations can be obtained. Substituting

Equations (27)

Rf *h!'=

nd

(28) in F;quation (22),

-xMAx: * xMrNf + yMAx! x

yMrN!"

+(xMAXf +XMrN! ) *x,^ - (yÌt¡rAxf *yMrN:)

*yf

es)

vt,tÃ

Substituting the right-hand side of Equation (29) for the product term ( R,

* h, )

in Equations (10) and (19), the final fonn of the basic formulation of the reliability model

is

obtained. However,

for the reservoirs with a very large operating range, better

linearization techniques such as Successive Linear Programming [Grygier and Stedinger,

1985; Reznicek and Simonovic, 19901 could be adopted and incorporated
fonnulation.
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in

this

3.1.4. Solution Algorithm and Computer Program Architecture

3.1.4.1. Three Level Sohttíon Algoríthm

For solving the optimization problem represented by the objective function given
by Equation (19) and the set of constraints (given by Equations 7, 9, t0, 12,13, 16,

20,2L,

1.8,

and 29), a three level algorithm has been developed. The atgorithm combines: (i)

a nonlinear search; (ü) a linearization of the energy function; and (üi) an optimization

routine, which are shown in Figure 3.7 as lævel 1, Iævel 2, and Level 3 respectively.
Two-dimensional constrained nonlinear programming is used at the first level in order to
determine the optimal values of the reliabilities cr and B. Two additional levels, nested

within the Level 1, are used to first linearize the nonlinear energy generation function
(Iævel 2) and then evaluate the optimal value of the objective function (Level 3).
Before the solution algorithm is e4plained in detail, the theorem of concavity of
the objective function lSimonovic and Marino, 1980; 1982] is introduced here. Let cx' and

0'

are the lower bounds on the reliabilities defined in such a way that the shapes of F,

(a)

and

F, (þ), respectively, are concave in the range s' 3 s, <

Furthermore,let

V

(o"

l, p' < ø < I.

, þ) be the optimal value of the objective function obtained from

the basic formulation of the reliability model for a fixed set of reliabilities, cr and B. Now,

we can introduce the following theorem: the function 3¡a,þ¡ is concave in the domain,

DOM

( ø, F ) = ø

DOM(ø,P)=Þ

øt<a<!

(30)

B'<p<1
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Figure 3.7. Three Level SolutÍon Algorithm

The proof of the theorem is an extension to multiple dimensions of the proof by Colorni

and Fronz a tl976l and is not included

in this

thesis.

theorem, the reliability program can be rewritten as,
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In accordance with the above

ma,xhnize Zo

( a, þ )

(31)

subject to:

ø,Þ€DOM

(32)

The solution algorithm uses the principle of a multidimensional search to find the
values of reliabilities and a convenient mathematical programming technique to find the
values of other decision variables. The computation is ca:ried out using the following
procedure:
1.

In the search algorithm within the Level

1, an

initial reliability pair

cfu and þ0,

and the desired search accuracy are set. From this pair, two more pairs of reliabilities are

computed using the two sets of random numbers generated by the algorithm.

2. At Level 2, the linearization of the energy function is carried out. The
coefficients of the decision variables (Rf and å/' written in terms of

X/'

and

f/' ) in

Equations (10) and (19) are computed.

At Level 3, for a given pair of reliabilities, the deterministic equivalents of the
probabilistic constraints given by the Equations (7), (9) and (18) are obtained. These
inputs along with other deterministic constraints of the reliability model are combined to
construct the LP formulation which is solved using the IMSL LP solution routine UMSL,
19871. This routine evaluates the optimal values of the objective function and the decision

variables

for a given pafu of

reliabilities. The three objective function values

conesponding to the three pairs of reliabilities are sent back to Level

1.

3. In the search algorithm, the three values of the objective function are compared.
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A convergence criterion is defined such that the three objective function values computed

in Step 2, aÍe within the search accuracy (which is set as O.lVo in this study) to
other. The algorithm terminates

if

the desired accuracy is achieved.

each

If not, the worst pair

of reliabilities is dropped and a new pair is computed using a Box transformation of the
simple multivariable search (tenned as the Complex Box search) [Beveridge and
Schechter, 19701, which is described in brief detail in the following paragraph. The new
sets of reliabilities, consisting

of three pairs, are sent in this iteration to Level 2

and 3 to

compute the optimal values of the objective function conesponding to these three pairs.
The objective function values are again compared, and this iterative procedure continues

until either the objective function values computed from the three pairs of reliabilities
converge to the desired accuracy or the number of iterations exceeds the maximum. The

iterations are performed until convergence is achieved, and the optimal solution consists

of the optimal values of the objective function and the decision variables corresponding
to the final iteration.

The Complex Box search algorithm finds the maximum of a multivariable,
nonlinear function subject to nonlinear inequality constraints where lower and upper
constraint boundaries are either constants or functions of decision variables. This search
handles constraints by using a flexible figure of more than (n+ 1) vertices (where n is the

number of decision variables), which can expand or conffact in any or all directions and

can extend around 'comers.' This search method is shown to be straightforward for
concave regions. It can be proven that in the reliability program given by Equations (31)
and (32),

/

is concave and that the constraint given by Equation (30) actually represents
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the upper and lower boundaries for the search.

3.1.4,2. Computer Program Archítecture

Refening to the computer program architecture shown in Figure 3.8, the first
component comprises

of the following subroutines: CoNSC, CHECK, CENTR,

and

CONST. The subroutine CONSC coordinates all the other subroutines in the nonlinear
search level, and computes two additional

reliability pairs from the initial reliability pair.

Each pair of reliabilities is represented by a point and there

will be three points in

the

search space in each iteration. The subroutine CHECK checks these three points against

the explicit and implicit constraints and applies correction

if violations are found.

The subroutine CENTR calculates the centroid of the three points. The subroutine
CONST specifies explicit and implicit constraints on these points. Basically the Complex

Box algorithm [Beveridge and Schechter, 1970] is incorporated in the three subroutines
CFIECK, CENTR, and CONST. The three reliability pairs thus computed, are transferred

to the subroutine CCSP which coordinates all the subroutines in the Level 2 and 3,
namely, the linearization of the energy function and the LP solution procedure.
There are four subroutines in Level 2 and 3: CCSP, PREV, CONVZ and LPS. In
the subroutine CCSP, the deterministic equivalents of the probabilistic constraints (given

by Equations 7 and 9) arc computed from the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
of inflows. The CDFs are given as input data in the program. Right-hand side coefficients

of all the constraints

of the reliability model are computed here. A linearization technique
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is incorporated in the subroutine CCSP which computes the coefficients corresponding
to the releases and the heads which are decision variables in the model.
Finding the sum of two monthly inflow random variables involves a convolution

of their probability density functions (PDFs). So the PDF of the random variables must

be derived from their
corresponding PDFs

corresponding CDFs. CDFs are

in the subroutine PREV.

first converted to

These PDFs are then convoluted

their

in

the

subroutine CONVZ.
The subroutine LPS takes the coefficients of decision variables in the constraints

and the objective function and the right-hand side coefficients as input from the
subroutine CCSP. Then LPS solves this optimizatton problem using an LP solution
subroutine IIMSL, 1987] which has been linked to LpS.
The three objective function values corresponding to the three reliability pairs are
sent back to the subroutine CONSC where those values are compared.

3.2. INCORPORATING THE UNCERTAINTY IN ENERGY DEMAND

In the basic formulation of the reliability model (derived in Section 3.1) defined
by Equations (7) through (19), energy demand in each time period is assumed to

be

deterministic. There are similar works available in the literature, for example, Stedinger

et al.ll984l and Braga et al. [1991], which consider the uncertainty in resewoir inflows
but the energy demand is treated as deterministic.

In this section,

incorporation

of the variability in
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energy demands

in

the

formulation of the reliability model is discussed. Uncertainty in energy demand can be
charactenzed either by a stochastic model (governed by the laws

of probability) or by

a

fazzy model (defined with vague boundaries).

3.2.1. Stochastic Approach

Most of the Canadian electrical utility companies forecast the future

energy

demands taking into account the uncertainties due to weather as well as due to the
residential and industrial growth.
There is some degree of correlation between the two input parameters, namely, the

energy demands and the reservoir inflows, imparted mainly by the factors which may
influence both of these parameters. For example, the temperature increase due to global
climate change may have a significant impact on the availability of water resources and
also on the energy demand (which is influenced by the weather variations) in countries

like Canada. However, the energy demands and the reservoir inflows are assumed to be
independent

in this study, similar to the other approaches

presented

in the previous

literature.

The forecasters sometimes specify the PDF of the energy demand with
corresponding parameters such as the mean and the variance. In the stochastic approach,

the energy demands, ENMIN:, in Equation (10) are treated as random variables with
known PDFs. A typical PDF of energy demand is shown in Figure 3.9. The probability
of exceedance of energy demand in each time period çet'¡ is specified
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a

priori,

and hence

the value of ENMINI" is constrained on either side of the distribution with an allowable

probability of exceedance of ç pd' t2 ). Therefore, Equation (10) is rewritten

Ff (pt*lz)= Ce*R^* hf -nf *IM:
where

as:

trf <t -pet"p¡

(33)

F!'¡ pet'/2 ) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution of ENMIN,", corresponding

toaprobabilityof

exceedance of ( 1-pet'12).Thefinalformulationof

theretiabilitymodel

using the stochastic approach contains Equation (19) as the objective function, subject to
the constraints given by Equations (7), (9), (L2), (16), (18), (29) and (33).

Mean of the forecast

Forecasted Enerry Demand

Figure 3.9. A Typical Probability Density Function of Energy Demands
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3.2.2. Fazzy Approach

The fuzzy constraint approach treats the energy demands as 'vaguely defined' or

'firzzy', in which it is quite difficult to estimate the PDF of energy demands a priori. A
brief review of the basics of fuzzy theory, and the mathematical formulation of the LP
model wthfuzzy consfaints are given in Appendix B. An approximate methodology for
deriving the membership functions (MSFs) of the fuzzy energy constraints is given in the

next section followed by the revision of the basic reliability model with fuzzy energy
demand constraints [Srinivasan and Simonovic, l994af .

3.2.2.1. Develapment of Membership Functíons for Energy Demand Constraínts

A membership function is a subjective function that depends on the expert's or the
decision maker's individual perception of degrees of membership. It is obvious that MSFs

are context-dependent and should be carefully analyzed for each parficular application.

In general, there are three approaches to the estimation of a MSF. The first one is to
simply ask the assessors to draw their MSFs or give thresholds for grades 0 and 1, and
assume a functional relationship between the two grades [Bogardi et al., 1983; Sakawa

et al.,

19871. The second approach

is based on statistical data manipulation [Freeling,

1980; Bharathi and Sarma, 19851. The third approach

is a basic scaling method for

priorities proposed by Saaty lI977l.In this section, an approximate method based on the
statistical data manipulation, is proposed to derive the MSFs for the energy variables.
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All utilities

use some forecasting technique to determine the future energy

demands on the system, and check the adequacy of the utility's generating capacity to

meet the forecasted demands. For example, Manitoba Hydro uses regression analysis
combined with an annual percent¿ge increase

in

consumption to compute the future

energy demand in the planning period [Manitoba Hydro, L993]. These projected demands

for all the time periods can be assumed to have a membership of 1 in the fuzzy
environment, since they are the energy demands used

in the basic formulation of the

reliability model as deterministic inputs.
Deviations

of the forecasted

demands from the actual demands reflect the

closeness of the forecasted values to the actual ones. MSF, which represents the degree

of closeness of any given value of

a

variable to the fuzzy set describing that variable, can

thus, be derived from the deviations [Srinivasan and Simonovic, 1994a]. Percentage
deviations can be calculated as:

%

deviation

( Forecasted demaryd _- Actual
Actual dernand

demand

) * 1@

(34¡

From the historical data of the forecasted and the actual demands in all time
periods, the deviations can be divided into several intervals and a frequency plot of these

deviations can be obtained. The frequency plots thus obtained are taken as the sample
MSFs for energy demands.
Practical importance of both sides of the deviations plot is emphasized here. In the

first case, when the actual demand is more than the forecasted demand, that is, the
percentage deviations are negative

in the sign, the energy needed in excess of
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the

forecasted demand has to be either generated

if

the reservoir storage and the power plant

conditions are favorable, or imported from other utilities. So this kind of a situation is

critical, especially during low flow periods.

In the second

case, when the actual power demand is less than the forecasted

value, that is, when the deviations are positive in the sign, it reduces the expected revenue

from hydropower generation prior to the planning period.

If it is known before the

planning period that the actual demand will be less than the forecasted demand, the excess
energy could have been exported (for which the commitment has to be made well before

generating that energy). So this kind of a situation results in improper and inefficient
plaruúng of the reservoir operation and thus, the economic consequences are quite severe.

so the MSFs in these two cases denoted by p!'(u)

and

pl'¡L), respectively,

rìre

computed as:

pf(¿)

=[
(3s)

t

1+
¿s

otherwße

Pt
and,

Ff(Ø = [
t

fqt'xRf*hf -E:*ruf ) > ENMrN!'+q!'
(Ce*ry*-nf -E:*rM!)-ENMTN:
1¿r

(36)

otherwße

Qt

where

p!' and q!' are the lower and upper bounds of the deviation of the forecasted

demands from the actual demands.
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3.2.2.2. Revisíon of the Basic Forrnulntion of the Relìabitìty Moder

Let po@) be the MSF of the fuzzy set 'decision' of the reliability model. Equation

(99) is the MSF of the objective function from Appendix B; Equations (35) and (36) are
the MSFs of the energy constraint. Therefore, the decision space in a fuzzy environment

is the intersection of fuzzy sets corresponding to the fuzzy objective function and the
fuzzy constraints. Hence,

Ito(x)

= Min I por@), atl ¡rft¡l I

(37)

Assuming that we are interested not in a fuzzy set but in a 'crisp optimal solution', then,

following Zimmermann [1988], we can obtain,

Max ( p¿(¡)

=

Min I rolx), pf(*) 1 )

(38)

subject to:

ILor > t¡¿(¡)

lLf(L)

>

pr(¡)

lLf(q > F¿(*)

(3e)

vt,

ls

(40)

Y t,

ts

Ø1)

along with other deterministic constraints of the reliability model.

substituting À for po@) and using the expressions for the MSFs por, p!'(L), and

þ:'(U), the formulation of the equivalent crisp problem is written
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as:

Maximize

I

(42)

subject to:

A. Set

of.

fuzzy consffaints:

.1,

* ( lo -,fr) - (

T

ttsl

rb x ( Ce * R^ * nl' - nf ¡
+ rrrcp^ * nl' - ^I=,
cimpb * IM!'l- LC, * Sp, ) - Br * Sr
rI=,

t

T

F.-to,

(0, )+

(43)

L{e) * L2(Þ) ¿ -.f,

with por, defined in Equation (99), as the MSF for the objective function;

(ct'.&¿'*h:'- Ef *rMf ) - À x pf >nNuyf-p!'

(44)

with the corresponding MSF, þ!'(L), as defined in Equation (35); and

(ce *n^ * h: -øl'*IMf ) +t x qf
with the corresponding MSF, pl'(U),

as defined

=ENMINI"

+q:'

(45)

in Equation (36).

B. Other crisp constraints of the reliability model given by the Equations (7), (9), (I2),
(16), (18) and (29).
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4.

RISK.LOSS FUNCTION FOR ENERGY GENERATION

4.1. RISK IN A GENERATION SYSTEM

The reliability levels for hydropower generation and flood control are treated

as

decision variables in the reliability model and are incorporated in the objective function

of the optimization problem through risk-loss functions, which evaluate the economic
losses associated with the risk of not meeting the storage requirements for each of the
aforementioned purposes. The losses associated with shortage of reservoir storage may
consist of penalties due to flood damages or def,cits in energy supply. These losses reduce

the benefit obtained from reservoir operation. Due to the introduction of risk-loss
functions, the tradeoffs between the system benefits and the risks corresponding to each

of the pu{poses of the reservoir are considered explicitly.
Reliability, the complement of risk, is a measure of the overall ability of the
system to perform its function. Electrical utilities consider reliability to be just
important as the economy of supply. A utility, even

if

as

one ignores the cost considerations,

cannot provide absolute reliability for a number of reasons: (1) random system failures;

(2) unexpected high load levels; (3) delays in manufacture or installation of new
equipments; (4) legislative or legal impediments with regard to the installation of new

units or lines or with regard to the operation of existing equipment; and (5) inadequate
supply of fuel or water in hydroelectric system. Hydropower system reliability assessment,

both deterministic and probabilistic, can be divided into two basic aspects of system
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adequacy and system security as shown in Figure 4.1. Adequacy relates to the existence

of sufficient capacity and energy within the system to satisfy the consumer load demand

or system operational constraints. Hence this term is associated with static conditions
which do not include system disturbances. Security relates to the ability of the system to
respond to disturbances arising within that system. Security is therefore associated with

the response of the system to whatever perturbations

it is subject to. These include

the

conditions associated with both local and widespread disturbances and the loss of major
generation and transmission facilities.

SYSTEM RELIABILMY

SYSTEM SECURITY

SYSTEM ADEQUACY

Figure 4.1. Components of System Reliability in a Power System
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A power system consists of a set of components interconnected in some purposeful
way. The reliability of the system will depend on the reliability of its components, on the

configuration

of the system, and on the system failure criteria. In

system reliability

studies, the goal is to predict suitable reliability indices for the system on the basis of

component failure data and system design. The system indices may vary, depending on
the application, but in essence, they are the probabilities, frequencies, or mean durations

of some critical event or events by which the system failure is defined.
Several computational techniques have been'developed

for deriving system

reliability indices from component reliability information. Four broad groups of
approaches to compute system reliability have historically been applied in power system

analysis. One is based on the solution of the state-space models; the second is based on

the solution of logic diagrams; the third utilizes the Monte Carlo simulation technique;

and the fourth is based on the fault tree analysis. The applications of the state-space
approach have been ranging from the derivation

of the reliability models for power

systems components such as generators and transmission lines, through the analysis of
maintenance models; to the evaluation

of reliability indices of complex systems. This

technique is usually applied for analysis of systems with repairable components and when

both short-term and long-term predictions are required. The logic diagrams are usually
applied to simple system configurations and are also used to obtain reliability indices for
an equivalent component composed of several subcomponents to be used in reliability

evaluation

of

complex systems. They are mostly used

nonrepairable systems

in

evaluating reliability of

with two-state independent components, or for systems with
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repairable components when long-run reliability indices are

of interest. Monte Carlo

simulation has been applied to reliability evaluation of composite power system models,

where the presence of energy-limited hydraulic units and pump storage plants makes
application

of analytical

techniques very difficult. The fault tree analysis has found

numerous applications in safety analysis of nuclear generating stations.
Techniques for adequacy assessment are based on their application to components

of a power system which are termed as functional zones of generation, transmission and
distribution. As shown in Figure 4.2, therc are four hierarchical levels used in adequacy
assessment [Anders, 1990]. Hierarchical

Level 1 (HLD is concenned only with

the

generation facilities. Hierarchical Level

2 (HLII) includes both generation and

transmission facilities, Hierarchical Level

3 (HLIII) considers, separately, station-

originated outages

in addition to the facilities

analyzed

in HLII. Hierarchical Level 4

(HLIV) includes all the four functional zones in an assessment of consumer load point
adequacy. Adequacy at only the generation level Gil-Ð is dealt within this research.

In an HLI study, the total system generation is examined to determine its adequacy
to meet the total system load requirement. This activity is usually termed as 'generating
capacity reliability evaluation'. Referring to Figure 4.3, risk

of energy shortage in

a

predominantly hydro system is imparted due to the following factors: (1) uncertainty in
the hydrological variables; (2) uncertainty in the generation capability; and (3) uncertainty

in the energy

demand.
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The basic concem is to estimate the generating capacity required to satisfy the
system demand and to have sufficient capacity to perform corrective and preventive
maintenance on the generating facilities. The basic technique used in the past to determine
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Figure 4.3. Components of Reliability in a Generation System

the capacity requirement was the percentage reserve method. In this approach, the
required reserve is a fixed percentage of either the installed capacity or the predicted load.
Other criteria, such as a reserve equal to one or more of the largest units, have also been
used. These detenninistic criteria have now been largely replaced by probabilistic methods

which respond to and reflect the actual factors that influence the reliability of the system.
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Criteria such as loss of load expectation (LOLE), loss of energy expectation (LOEE),
frequency and duration (F&D), and expected energy not supplied (EENS) can be used
UEEE, L975:. Billinton and Allan, 19841.
The LOLE is the average number of days in which the daily peak load is expected

to exceed the available generating capacity. It indicates the expected number of days in

which a load loss or a deficiency will occur. It can be extended to predict the number of
hours in which a deficiency may occur. It does not indicate the severity of the deficiency

or the frequency or the duration of loss of load. Despite these shortcomings, it is, at the
present time, the most widely used probabilistic criterion

in generation planning

studies.

The LOEE is the expected energy not supplied by the generating system due to
the load demand exceeding the available generating capacity. This is an appealing index

for two reasons. It measures the severity of deficiencies rather than just the frequency of
energy shortage, and therefore the impact of energy shortfalls as well as their likelihood

is evaluated. Because

it is an energy-based

index,

it

also reflects the basic fact that a

power system is an energy supply system. It is, therefore, believed that this index will be
used more widely

in the future, particularly for situations in which alternative energy

replacement sources are being considered. The complementary value of energy supplied,
that is, energy actually supplied, can be divided by the total energy demanded to give a

normalized index known as the energy index of reliability. This index can be used to
compare the adequacy of systems that differ considerably in size.

it also identifies

ttre

a deficiency and the expected duration of

the

The F&D criterion is an extension of the LOLE index in that

expected frequency

of

encountering
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deficiencies.

It

contains additional physical characteristics which makes

it

sensitive to

further parameters of the generating system, and provides more information to power
system planners. The criterion has not been used very widely

in

generating system

reliability analyses, although it is extensively used in network studies.
Expected energy not supplied (EENS) is the expected energy not served to the
customers as a result of bulk power system deficiencies. This index provides a relatively

simple approach to production cost modeling.
These indices are generally calculated using direct analytical techniques although

Monte Carlo simulation has also been used. Analytical techniques represent the system

by a mathematical model and evaluate the reliability indices from this model

using

mathematical solution, while the Monte Carlo methods estimate the reliability indices by
simulating the actual process and random behavior of the system.

In this study, the uncertainties in

reservoir inflows and energy demand are

considered, and a framework to evaluate the overall risk associated with the generation
system is developed. The uncertainty in the capability of the generation plant (a forced

outage) is not dealt within this study. However, this uncertainty in forced outages can
easily be integrated into the framework for risk assessment described in this chapter.

The energy potential of a hydro system depends on the storage available in the
reservoir for the purpose of energy generation.

A deficit in the available

storage

reflect a possible shortage of energy production, which indicates a failure
generating system. This characteristic

hydrologic risk level with respect

to

in

will
the

of the hydro system is used in defining the
available storage
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in the reservoir for

energy

generation (referred to as risk level hereafter). Analyzing different storage levels and
evaluating the economic impacts of the inability to supply the energy demand will help

in quantifying the risk level from the point of view of a utility. Such a quantification can
assist

in determining the optimal risk level at which to operate the existing system or to

adopt alternate management strategies.

An

example

of

such

a

quantification was provided

by Lund [1995]

for

conservation measures in an urban water distribution system. Lund [1995] derives the
estimates of customers' willingness-to-pay to avoid a particular, and complete, shortage

probability distributions for water, given the estimates of consumer willingness-to-pay to
avoid having to implement specific short- and long-term water conservation measures and
a probability distribution of different water shortage levels. This derived approach can be

used for estimating customer willingness-to-pay to avoid a set

of probabilistic

water

shortages without the expense of situation-specific contingent valuation surveys, providing

a check on the results of contingent valuation
suggesting promising designs

estimates

of willingness-to-pay,

for short- and long-term water

and

conservation programs

suitable to local conditions. The cost values used by Lund [1995] can represent only the
pure financial costs or can also include the costs of customer inconvenience or discomfort

from implementing particular conservation measures. When the costs include
additional self-perceived costs to the customer, the implementation

of this

these

approach,

requires some estimation of customer willingness-to-pay to avoid implementing particular

water conservation measures, perhaps by contingent valuation.

The objective in this chapter of the thesis is to develop a methodology to derive
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a risk-loss function for hydropower generation which relates the risk level to

the

corresponding economic losses to the electrical utility due to deficits in energy supply.

It must be noted that this function, represented by LlÐ, is a deterministic input to the
reliability programming model which is probabilistic.
Refening to Figure 4.3,Ihe factors contributing to the risk level are the available
storage

in the reservoir, reservoir inflows and the energy demand. Different scenarios of

these factors can be used

in a simulation model to study their impact on the risk level.

In the reliability programming model fonnulation, a yearly risk-loss function is
required to determine the tradeoff between the benefits from hydropower generation and
the economic loss due to energy shortage. In order to derive a representative risk-loss

function for any year, simulation of reservoir operation must be carried out over many
years such that the annual risk level and ttre economic loss can be estimated from a
statistical sample of sufficient size, which is termed as a simulation period.

4.2. SIMULATION ALGORITIIM

A four-step simulation algorithm,

as given

in Figure 4.4, is developed to derive

the risk-loss function for hydropower generation in a predominantty hydro system. The
approach is as follows:
f.

identification of the relationship between the risk and the storage level in the

reservoir;

2. derivation of the relationship between the storage level in the reservoir and the
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deficit in energy generation, expressed as EENS;

3. derivation of the cost of managing the expected deficit from the source of
hydropower generation; and

4. combination of the three relationships derived in the previous steps to obtain
the relationship between the risk level and the conesponding economic losses.

The procedures for developing each of these relationships are explained in the

following subsections.

4.2.1. Relationship between Reservoir Storage and Risk Level

The minimum storage requirement for hydropower generation (u, ) is known for
each time period,
the

for example, the operating range (the desired elevation range in which

utility is constrained to operate its reservoirs) is fixed well in advance of the real-time

operation. Knowing the inflows (1, ), the storage in the beginning of the simulation period
(,S,

), and the energy demand in each time period (ENMIN. ), the reservoir storages in the

consecutive time periods are simulated using the

conversion equations. The storage

in the end of

flow continuity and the energy

each period

is the

storage

in the

beginning of the next period, and the stage corresponding to that storage is taken as the
average head available for hydropower generation

in that time period (å, ). Thus, from the

energy conversion equation, the release requirement (R,) from the reservoir in time period

r is:
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(46)

Cr*h,

This release requirement is constrained by the maximum allowable release through the
generating units. From the known inflow and the release requirement, the simulated
storage (Si ) in the end of time period

/

is calculated

as:

Sr"=4-, +It-Rt

(47)

The only constraint on this simulated storage is that

it

should not exceed the physical

capacity of the reservoir taking the flood control requirement into account

(S,,,o.,

- e, ).

If

the storage exceeds the maximum level, the excess water is spilled. Thus:

sPr=(sr"-[s.*-or])

(48)

Otherwise, the spill is set to zero.

The simulated storage level is then compared with the minimum

storage

requirement (v, ) in each time period and the risk associated with hydropower generation

is computed

as:

p= ll"r

(4e)

n

where nr is the number

of

;me periods in which the minimum required storage bound is

violated and n is the total number of time periods in the simulation period.
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4.2.2. Relationship between Reservoir storage and Energy Deflrcit

This is a critical step in which a deficit in storage must be related to a deficit in
energy which is an indicator of failure in the generation sysûem. The basic idea in this
step is to find the energy potential from the generation system and compare

it with

the

energy demands in order to find the conesponding energy deficit. The energy deficit can

be expressed in terms of indices which are commonly used in elecfical utilities, for
example, the expected energy not supplied (EENS) which is the representative value of
the magnitude of energy not supplied to ttre customers over a specified time period.
One of the approximate approaches for computing the energy potential from the

available storage for hydropower generation in a reservoir, is a regression procedure
[Tejada-Guibert et al., 1990]. The historic datafor the storage level in the reservoir and

the energy generated in the system in all the time periods are plotted and a nonlinear
regression line is developed which is assumed to repïesent the functional relationship
between the storage level in the reservoir and the eneïgy potential. The other approach

is to adopt storage depletion rules, and to compute the energy potential using the flow
continuity and the energy conversion equations tArvaniditis and Rosing, 1970 a and b;
Terry et a1., 19861.

In this study, the energy potential is calculated using the procedure developed by
Terry et al. [1986] which is more accurate. The major components of the aggregate
system model, as represented in Figure 4.5, are the equivalent reservoir and generating

station. The equivalent reservoir is the aggregation of all the resewoirs in the generation
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Figure 4.5. Components of an Aggregated Generation System
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system. The total energy generation from the inflows

is divided into two parts:

(1)

controlled inflow which is the volume that could be stored in the reservoir; and (2)
uncontrolled inflow which represents local inflow volumes aniving at the run-of-the-river
plants, which cannot be stored in the reservoir.

The energy output from the equivalent reservoir and the uncontrolled inflow is
limited by the capacity of the generating units. Inflows exceeding these limits are spilled.
Energy potential from the equivalent reservoir is estimated as the energy produced by the
complete depletion of reservoir storage allocated for energy generation over the simulation

period. However, the energy produced is a function of reservoir operating rules in this
period.

The operating rules can be written in tenns of the slope of the depletion curve at
any t''ne period.

,So

represents the

initial storage, ffid

S,";, represents the storage unusable

for hydropower generation. l1 dS, ldt > 0, then the storage is either retained or increased

for firture generation while a negative slope indicates depletion over the period of time.
Hence the energy potential from the reservoir storage (8P,", ) can be calculated as:
so

EPr€s

where

rdS

tdt

(s0)

44Ct

e, is the function which converts a storage depletion to a corresponding

release

from the reservoir, ft, is the corresponding hydraulic head on the turbines, and C, is the
energy conversion factor.

Equation (50) can also be used to determine an inverse function. That is, for a
given stored energy, 8P,""* (obtained during a simulation, for example), it is possible to
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calculate the associated slope, dSldt, and hence the reservoir storage S, in each time period

r. This has significant practical importance in that the utility company can determine the
strategy to deplete the reservoir depending on the stored energy, for example, base on a
strategy which minimizes the overall deficit in energy supply.

Energy potential from the controlled inflow (refened to as CQis estimated
t,

CE
t=l

ï 4ct

as:

(s1)

where 1," is the controlled inflow at the reservoir in time period r.

The uncontrolled inflow (U1,) is the local flow which cannot be controlled by the
reservoir. The energy potential from this inflow (referred to as UE) is limited by the
capacity of generating units, and is given by:

(,rE

= É Min(urtoLf -tl)h,
t=l

ct

(s2)

where l,ti"' is the limit on the total inflow (conftolled and uncontrolled together) which

could be used for hydropower generation. Depending on the capacity of the generation
plant, this limit can be computed for each time period.

The total energy potential at a given level of minimum storage requirement (4)

is the sum of the energy potential from the utilization of this storage and the energy
potential from the controlled and uncontrolled inflows. This total energy potential (8P,""

+ CE + UE) in each time period is then compared with the total energy

demand on the

system. The deficit in energy generation is taken as the difference between the energy
demand and the energy potential

if

the former is greater than the latter; or taken as zero
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if

the potential is greater than the demand. Dividing the cumulative deficit in energy by

the number of years in the simulation period, the EENS in any year can be computed.

4.2.3. Cost of Unsupplied Energy

The costs associated with component failure, namely, not being able to supply the

required enelgy, depend on the severity
undertaken to remedy the situation.
associated with the use

of the failure and on the con'ective action

In most of the cases, there will be some

costs

of manpower and equipment. In some situations, the energy

replacement cost may be quite significant (for example, when a supply from a hydraulic
station has to be replaced by activating oil fired generators). Since a major goal of any

electric utility company is to supply uninterrupted power to the customers of minimal
cost, prevention of power system failures is of paramount importance during the design
and operation of the system.

The deficit

in energy can be managed by: (1) planning additional

generating

capacity; (2) demand side management strategies; (3) alternate sources of energy; or (4)

absorbing the cost

of intemrption in energy supply io the consumers. Each of

these

altematives involves a cost which could be associated with the magnitude of the deficit

in energy.
This study utilizes customer cost analysis carried out by Billinton et al. U992;
19931for a number of Canadian jurisdictions through the use of customer surveys. The
reader is referred to Billinton et aI. 11992; I9931for the specific factors investigated in

to4

the surveys, details about the development of questionnaires, mailing out procedures, and

the analysis of survey results. Neudorf et al.

119951 suggest

that the customer cost

functions derived from surveys are only applicable to local random intemrptions rather
than large wide scale ones, that is, distribution rather than generation intemrptions. The
reason is that the survey estimates do not take into account indirect economic and social

effects which would tend to be significant for the large intemrptions. Neudorf et al.
U9951quote an example, namely, the Ontario Hydro generation expansion study which
overcomes this limitation to a certain extent by using macroeconomic models to determine

indirect economic costs in addition to the customer survey estimates of direct effects.
However, the customer cost survey data arc used in this study as the cost of
unsupplied energy at the generation level as an approximation.

4.2.4. Risk-loss Function for Energy Generation

In this final step, the three relationships derived in the previous steps are combined

to arrive at the relationship between the risk and the corresponding economic loss. For
a given minimum storage requirement, a risk level is chosen from the first relationship,

and an expected energy not supplied from the second relationship. Knowing

the

relationship between the EENS and the corresponding cost from the third step, the
relationship between the risk and the economic loss

is

obtained. Combining the

relationship between the risk and the economic loss for all possible minimum storage
levels, a complete risk-loss function is developed, as shown in Step 4 of Figure 4.4. The
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function, thus developed, is given as a detenninistic input, Lr(

þ ), in the reliability

model.
The next chapter deals with the implementation of the reliability model to planning

the operation of a single as well as a system of reservoirs with hydropower generation as
the major purpose and flood control as a secondary purpose.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RELIABILITY MODEL

5.1. SINGLE RESERVOIR

The deterministic forms of the two probability constraints derived for the purposes

of flood control and hydropower generation are rewritten

Fi @> * so - [s,"* - o,] .

nsl

I

¿s=I

where F>;'

R,^

*

sP, =

as:

F; (1-Ê ) * so

(.) is the inverse value of the cumulative

v

t

(53)

distribution function of the sum of

inflows up to and including the time period r; S, is the storage at the end of the time
period

t;

vt is the minimum storage to be maintained

in the reseryoir for hydropower

production; 0, is the minimum flood control storage requirement in time period /; R,i' is
the release from the reservoir for hydropower generation in the load strip /s in time period

r; SP, is the spill from the reservoir not used for hydropower generation; and cr and p are

the reliability levels for the purposes of flood conÍol and hydropower generation
respectively.

In the formulation of the reliability model developed in Chapter 3, the marginal
PDFs of monthly inflows are assumed to be independent of each other. To give an
example, derivation of the CDF of inflows in the first two time periods is discussed here.

As described in the program architecture of the reliability model (Section 3.1.4.2), the
subroutine PREV converts the CDFs corresponding to the inflows in the two time periods

into their PDFs. Under the assumption of independence between these two PDFs, the

t07

subroutine CONVZ uses the convolution procedure to derive ttre PDF

of the sum of

inflows. The CDF of the sum of inflows can now be derived, and can be used to find the
values of F,*r-I (

u)

and

F,*rt ( l-þ).

Since the marginal distibutions are considered to be independent, the variance
the estimates obtained from the resultant CDF of the sum of inflows

will be lower

of

than

the one obtained taking into account the cross correlation between the inflows in these

two time periods. Let

I,

and

I, be the random

variables corresponding to the flows in the

two time periods. The expected value or the mean of the distribution of the sum of
inflows, namely, ( I,+1, ) is given by:

El,\*Izl

= E[1,]+EIIzl

(s4)

and the variance of ( I,+1, ) is given by,

VARI\ * Izf = VAR[/, ] + VAR|I2f
where E

I It ],VAR I I, ], andE I I, ],VAR I Ir]

marginal distibutions of 1, and

It

and

+

I, ,which

(55)

arc themeans and variances of the

respectively. COV

I I, Jr/ is the covariance

between

is written as a function of the cross coffelation coefficient between

1, (designated as pr, )

COVIIL,

Ir,

2 * COVÍIþ I2l

I,

and

as:

Izf = pt2"@

(s6)

When the marginal distributions are considered independent, the third component

oftheright-handsideofEquation(55),namely,{2*COVIIt,lrl]isignored,and
hence the variance of the distribution estimated using the convolution procedure is smaller

compared to the scenario when the correlation is taken into account. Statistically, the
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reduction in variance results in a disfibution which gets compressed toward the mean

from either side of the disfribution compared to the distribution that would be obtained
taking into account the cross-correlation. The effect on the CDF of the sum of inflows in
the independent and the correlated cases are illustrated in Figure 5.1, which suggests that

'Independent' case

'Correlated' case

Inflow

Figure 5.1. Comparison of CDF of independent and correlated
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cases

the lower quantiles of the distribution are underestimated, and the higher quantiles are
overestimated in the independent case compared to the correlated case.

In the application of the reliability model, the values of F,*r-1 I cr ) and F,*r-'
are taken from the lower end of the CDF of (

(l-þ)

I,+ I, ) for the corresponding reliability

levels of c[ and p for flood control and hydropower generation respectively. The estimates

of the sum of inflows obtained from the independent

case are lower than those

for

the

correlated case, and hence, the values of the storage levels (which are decision variables

in the reliability model) computed using the independence assumption are conservative
estimates.

The influence of a positive correlation on the optimal solution is pointed out by
Strycharczyk and Stedinger t19S7l.

A reservoir design problem in which the reservoir

storage required to meet the demand

with a certain reliability level is computed with the

independent and correlated cases. The authors have shown that the independent case is

quite conservative to the extent that the storage required is enormous compared to that
obtained from the correlated case in order to provide the same level of reliability.

Three new approaches are proposed in this research to alleviate the problem of
conservative operation of the reservoirs, which are illustrated in the following subsections.

5.1.1. Windows Approach

Considering the deterministic equivalents
corresponding to the first time period,
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of

the probabilistic constraints

Fit (o) * So - [S-* where the values Ft-t (

0r ]

a)

and

Is=l

F;t (

inflow in the first time period, which

1-þ) are taken from the marginal distribution of

are not affected

by the assumption of independence.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the probability constraints for the first month constrain the values
taken by the decision variables, namely, Sr, Rr," and Spr.

so
1

R1

sPt
I1

s1

\*

Rz

SP1+ SP2

11+12
Sz

Figure 5.2. Concept of Windows Approach

In the second time period, the values F,*rt ( a )
the CDF of

(It + I, )

obtarned

and

F,*r-t ( I-þ) aretaken from

by convoluting the marginal PDFs of 1, and 1, with the
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assumption

of

independence between them. These values,

in

turn, are used

in the

deterministic equivalents of the probability consfraints corresponding to the second time
period, which constrain the values of decision variables in the first as well as the second
periods. Hence, the values of the decision variables in the first time period must be least
affected by the assumption of independence. This characteristic of the analytical model
is the basis of the Windows Approach, in which the information obtained in the first time
period, that is, in the first window, is carried over as the initial information for the second

window as shown in Figure 5.3.

WINDOW

1

so

SI

S;

WINDOW 2

SI

S;

s3

S;

S:

WINDOW 3

si

a
a
a

Figure 5.3. Implementation of the Windows Approach
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Let

S,fr, R,/"'É,

and

,SP,É

represent the values

of reservoir

storage, release for

hydropower generation in the load strip /s, and the spill from the reservoir in time period
r, in the window k. The optimal values of the decision variables for the planning problem

are obtained as the set of the decision variables in the first time period of each of the
windows. So, the sets of optimal decision variables are written as:

s = [ s,t, sj, sr3, ... , så' ]

(s8)

¡rs = [ Rf't, Rf'', Rf,t, ... , nf;t']

(se)

sP = [ sP,t, sr], snl, ... , Spll I

(60)

The economic benefits due to the operation of the reservoirs are computed using
these sets of decision variables. The reliability levels for flood control and hydropower

generation are obtained as the minimum of the sets of reliabilities obtained from the

twelve optimization problems formulated for all the twelve windows.

5.1.2. CUSUM Approach

In this approach, the PDFs of the sum of inflows are derived a priori from the
historical reservoir inflow data, and are given as an input to the reliability model. The
basic assumption in this approach is that the correlation or the seasonal trend in the data,

for example, between the first and the second time period, is implicitly captured by
constructing a new time series of the sum of inflows in these two time periods from the

historic data.

I13

For illustration, let CUSUM2 be a new random variable which represents the sum

of random inflows in the first and second time periods in any given year is written

CUSUM,

= It*Iz

as:

(61)

Similarly, for any time period r in the planning period, the cumulative sum is written

vt

CUSUMT=Ir*Ir+,..+1,

as,

(62)

Let CUSUM, , CUSUM2 , ... , CUS(JM, be the new sets of data constructed from
the historical reservoir

inflow data. The CDFs of the new sets of data are derived, and are

given as an input to the reliability model.

In the program architecture of the reliability model discussed in Section 3.I.4.2,
the subroutines PREV and CONVZ which perform the conversion of the CDFs to the
conesponding PDFs, and convolving the PDFs respectively. Since the CDFs of the sum

of inflows are given as an input in the cumulative sum approach, these two subroutines
are eliminated and the revised program architecture is given in Figure 5.4.

5.1.3. RISKSUM Approach

This approach is similar to the CUSUM approach in that the CDF of the sum of
inflows is derived a priori and is given as an input to the reliability model. However, the
CDFs are derived using a decision analysis tool called @risk, a brief description of which

is given here.
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f igure 5.4. Program Architecture for the CUSUM Approach
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The program @rßk is a decision analysis tool which allows a user to perform
simulations with correlated inputs using standard sampling techniques such as Monte

Carlo or Latin Hypercube methods. The parameters such as the PDFs of inputs,
correlation between the inputs, number of simulations, sampling technique, number of
iterations of the experiments to be perforrned in order to obtain the desired accuracy, and
convergence criteria are specified by the user.

For the pu{pose of deriving the CDFs of the sum of inflows, the marginal PDFs

of the monthly inflows are specified

n

@risk along with the cross conelations between

the monthly flows. Simulations are performed to find the PDF of the sum of inflows. As

an example,

I, and Irbe the random variables representing

the reservoir inflows in the

first and second time periods respectively, whose marginal PDFs are known. A new
random variable, RISKSUM2, is defined

as

RISKSUM'=It*Iz

(63)

specified with a correlation matrix given by,

p=

tI
I

L

Ipn

I

(64)

I

Pnl

I

J

This information along with specified simulation parameters is given as an input
to @risk. However, the resultant distribution will be a bivariate distribution because of
the cross correlation. One of the features of @risk, namely, finding the expected value

of the distribution, is used in order to find the resultant distribution along with the values

of the quantiles of the distribution.
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Similarly, the sum of the inflows up to and including any time period

r

is defined

as a nerw random variable, RISKSUM., defTned as:

RISKSUMT =

Ir * Iz * ... 4

(6s)

with a corelation matrix of:

[1
p,,

I

Pn

Pu

I

1

Pzt

I

t.
t.

p=l

(66)

I

.

I

t r,,

I

Prz

l

The CDFs of the sum of inflows thus derived using @risk simulation software,
are given as an input to the reliability model similar to the CUSUM Approach. This
approach also uses the program architecture shown in Figure 5.4.

5.2. SYSTEM OF RESERVOIRS

Management of a reservoir system is very complex and involves several factors

such as the number of reservoirs, the system configuration, treatrnent of inflows and
purposes involved in the system. The reliability model can be applied to any

multiunit reservoir system, and the model is made as general

as possible

multþrpose

by assuming two

general types of linkages: normal channel flow for reservoir releases and pipelines, or

pumping canals lCurry

et al., 1973; and Simonovic and Marino, 1982). Thus, each

reservoir could be connected to every other reservoir, and each could receive releases

from any or all other reservoirs as dictated by a particular system configuration.

rt7

The multipurpose reservoir system is modeled based on continuity equations. Each

reservoir

in each time period could

receive random inflow, regulated inflow from

upstream reservoir releases, spill from the upstream reservoirs, and inflow from pumping.
The release from a reservoir combined with any uncontrolled inflow into the channel from

the catchment area downstream of that reservoir and in the upstream of the energy
generating station,

will

be used to generate hydropower

in that station. A schematic of the

connected multipurpose reservoir system is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.2.1. Model Formulation

The reliability model for planning the operation of a system of multipurpose
reservoirs is developed using the following flow continuity equation:

s/=s/-,

rIi -nl-sp

. L tn* * sP,fr - PU! + ut
k=l

I

where S/ is the storage in the end of the time period t in reservoir
release

from reservoir

j

j

(67\

; Rl is the average

through the turbines for energy generation in time period t ; SPi

is the average spill from reservoir
generation) in time period t;

R,k, SP:, and

v fi,k(+j)

j

through the spillway (and not used for energy

If is the inflow into

the reservoir

j

in the time interval (t-1,t).

PU! are the release, spill, and the pumped water from any reservoir

respectivelyt and UI! is the uncontrolled inflow which gets into reservoirT.
noted that the R,fr,
however, PU:,

R:,

(il|',

and SP,¿ for any reservoir fr downstream

and SP,k

will take positive of
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It should

of reservoir

j

Æ

be

is zero,

zeÍo values depending on the system

configuration.
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' + SP)1¡psFeam

(R+SP)

'

'l¡pstreÍrm

l2t

R2+
tt SP2

(R+sP)oo*nstream

Figure 5.5. Conceptual Diagram of a System of Reservoirs
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Total energy generation in the system is achieved through accumulated energy
generation in all the hydropower generating stations. Unless the utility company has a

highly localized supply and demand network, the utility planners are concerned about the
possible energy deficit

in the whole system in order to plan about alternate

energy

management strategies. Since the smallest time period considered is a month, the lag in

time for the water to reach from one reservoir to another is ignored. Hence, the total
energy generation is obtained as the sum of the product of energy conversion factor,
quantity of water available (release from the immediate upstream reservoir plus any local

inflow), and the hydraulic head available in the immediate upstream reservoir, for all the
reservoirs in the system.

Therefore, the decision variables in the reliability model are: (1) the average

j in time period t , Rf ; (2) ttre average head

release through the turbines from reservoir

in the reservoir
period

j

in time period t , hl ; (3) ttre storage in the reservoir j at the end of time

t , Sl ; (4) the average spill from the reservoir from

reservoir

j

in time period r,

SP/; (5) the total energy exported to other utilities from the reservoir system in time
period

t , E,; (6) the energy imported from

period

t , IMt; (7) the reliability of hydropower

other utilities to the reservoir system in time
genoration for the entire system in the

planning period, Ê ; (8) the reliability of flood control in each reservoir

j, f,

and (9) the

reliability of flood control for the entire system of reservoirs in the planning period, a.

The 'reliability constraint' for the probability of not exceeding the maximum
allowable storage in reservoir

j,

which is defined as the difference between the total

reservoir capacity and the required freeboard volume in reservoir

t20

j

.

P (fså*-sil
where

^S,,*"i

,d,)>f

vj,t

(6s)

is the storage capacity, and 0/ is the minimum flood control volume to be

maintained in reservoir

j

in time period

r.

The 'reliability constraint' for the probability of not exceeding the system storage
reserved for flood protection when more than one reservoir is assumed to be used for

protection. The system storage, 0, , is defined as a sum of the differences between total

reservoir capacities and freeboard volumes (0/), over the number of reservoirs acting
together as one storage whose purpose is to protect the downstream area from flooding.

P

(Its**-si
j=r

Yt

I

(6e)

where 0, is the minimum total flood control volume to be maintained in the reservoir
system in time period

t,

and cr is the probability

of exceedance of this constraint.

The 'reliability constraint' for the minimum storage to be maintained in the entire
system of reservoirs for the purpose of hydropower generation is given as the sum of the

minimum storages maintained in all the reservoirs for this purpose. Hence,
m

P (XS/
2 v, ) >
j=r

VT

B

(70)

The deterministic equivalents of the probability constraints given by Equations (68)
through (7O) are written

as:

t2l

s**-4-s/-, -uI .T,*ft *s4
-t

(71)
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where

R^¡ *

b=l

¿s=l

nf* .

F.t (.) is the inverse value

(7s)

*PUll I

sP,Ê

=

VI

F"' (1-B)

taken from the CDF of the sum of inflows from the

beginning of the planning period through the end of time period

r

.

The 'consftaints on the minimum energy requirement and the maximum exportable

energy' for the entire system in load strip

/s in their detenninistic

form can be written

as:

f j=ri,

ci'* * R!þ *

E:' < EMAr:

hlrþ

) - E:" + IM,ß = ENMIN\

Vt,

ls

v Lß

(74)

Qs)

However, depending on the goal

to be

achieved

by the utility, the

constraints given by Equations (74) and (75) can be modified accordingly.

The 'consftaints on the reliabilities' are:

t22

energy

o <ø,F<

(76)

1

o <^{j
The formulation also contains consftaints on the maximum allowable releases
through the turbines, elevation levels in the reservoirs, and the stage-storage relationships.

The objective function maximizes the benefits accrued from hydropower
generation and minimizes the losses incurred due to not meeting the required reliability

levels for each of the purposes served by the reservoir.

TnsIm

max

I t L t I t^ * ( I j=l
I Cf¡ * dt '* hfi I - E:') + retcp* * nf
t=L Ås=l
- cimpb * IMI'l - LC'! * SPi | * Bl * Sll
Tm.m
( BFt

*I

t=t

(q) * I BF, (dt) )- ¿r(ø) j=t

L2$)

- j=rL Li (vr) )

(78)

1

Analogous to the single reservoir case, the linearization of energy functions in
each of the reservoirs can be adopted

if

the operating ranges of all the reservoirs are small

in comparison to the hydraulic head in those reservoirs. In reservoirs with large operating
ranges, energy potential can be considered as a system parameter based on which the
system risk is defined, instead of the reservoir storage. Consideration of energy potential
as a

criterion in the planning of hydropower reservoirs has been done by Arvaniditis and

Rosing lI97O a; bl, Turgeon [1980; 1981], Tejada-Guibert et al. [1990], Valdes et al.

ll992l and many other

researchers.

A new reliability constraint can be incorporated to

define the system risk in terms of the energy potential.
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6. APPLICATION OF TIIE RELIABILITY MODEL

6.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY

The case study of Manitoba Hydro (MH), the elecnical utility company for the
Province of Manitoba, Canada, is used in this research. MH and Winnipeg Hydro operate

an integrated power system to supply energy to Manitoba. The MH Integrated system
consists

of

14 hydropower and two thennal power generating stations. The hydropower

stations lie on the Winnipeg, Laurie and Nelson Rivers. There are six generating stations

on the V/innipeg River which drains into Lake Winnipeg, the largest lake in Manitoba.
There are four generating stations downstream of Lake V/innipeg on the Nelson River.

A schematic diagram of the MH Integrated system is given in Figure

6.1.

Since Lake Winnipeg is very wide and shallow, a small change in stage results in

considerable storage that greatly influences the

inflow to the Nelson River. Lake

lVinnipeg is controlled at Jenpeg for power generation and flood conüol. The hydro
capacity of the plants downstream of Lake Winnipeg is 3900 MW which accounts for

nearly 80Vo of the total hydro capacity (5000 MW) of the MH system. Similarly, the
annual dependable energy capability of those plants

is

17000 GWh which amounts to

nearly 80Vo of the total capability for the system of 21000 GWh.

MH is an interconnected utility and has firm power and diversity

exchange

agreements with its neighbouring utilities. In addition, MH exports intemrptible energy
to neighbouring utilities when the reservoir storage and power plant conditions permit
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Figure 6.1. schematic Diagram of Manitoba Hydro Generation system
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excess energy production, and imports energy from these utilities during deficit periods.

MH operates the system in such a way to generate energy to satisfy the entire
system demand, including firm export commitments. Therefore, the demand on any single

reservoir in the MH system is unknown. Due to this characteristic of the MH system, a
single equivalent reservoir is used to represent all ttre reservoirs in the system. Since most

of the energy generated in the system is from the power stations located downstream of
Lake V/innipeg, the equivalent reservoir is assumed to have physical characteristics
similar to those of this lake. However, this limitation of a single reservoir will be relaxed

for other generation systems which are operated on a local basis in which the hydrologic
and generation characteristics of all the reservoirs and the generating stations in the
system are known.

The stage-storage relationship of Lake Winnipeg is given in Table 6.1. The
stage-storage relation of Lake lVinnipeg provided by

Stage

(lt)

MH is linear in the operating range.

Storage (kcfs*month)

0.0

527.56

190s.33

s46.36

Table 6.1. Stage-storage Relationship in Lake Winnipeg
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A single hydroelectric plant is assumed downstream of the equivalent reservoir to
represent all hydraulic generating st¿tions in the

MH system. The effect of tail water level

on the hydraulic head of the turbines is neglected. The tail water level is a function of the

flow through the turbines and the storage in the reservoir immediately downsfream. In the

MH system, this influence is negligible due to the distance from a plant to the following
reservoir. Therefore, the forebay elevation

is

considered fixed. For zero discharge

conditions, the tail water level is 168.64 feet (referred to as ft.) and even for a maximum
permissible discharge of 170 kilo cubic feet per second (which is the commonly used unit

in MH and is referred to as kcfs), the tail'water level varies by at most
the tail water elevation

10

ft. Therefore,

of 168.64 ft. is assumed, and the head is derived using this level

(the range of hydraulic head is 527.56 ft. to 546.36 ft).

The inflow component is the sum of inflows into all the catchments of the MH
system. Monthly flow records from 1913 and 1.992 are used for deriving the CDFs of the

monthly inflows which need to be given as input to the reliability model. CDFs of inflows
are computed using the Hydrologic Frequency Analysis software lBobee and Ashkar,
19911.

Four kinds of Gamma and its derived distributions are

fit for

each historical

monthly flow data, and the best distribution which fits this data is selected and the
corresponding CDF is derived. The parameters of the fitted distributions, along with the

method of estimating the parameters are tabulated

in Appendix C for all the twelve

months.

The load pattern for each month in the entire MH system is known. The energy
demand in each month is computed from the corresponding load curve for the onpeak and
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offpeak strips and is given in Table 6.2.

Demandín GWh

Month

Onpeak

Demandín GWh

Offpeak

Month

Onpeak

OfÍpeak

October

r788.9

IIT7.1

April

1770.0

r096.0

November

2040.0

1314.0

May

1692.s

949.6

December

2339.9

1608.r

June

rs96.4

89s.6

Januøry

2486.6

r675.4

JulY

1571.1

8s6.9

February

2135.4

1432.6

August

1624.1

88s.9

r398.3

September

163r.0

91s.0

March

2099.7

The a¡nount of energy to be exported is determined by ttre utility company based
on the availability of water, firm energy commiünents, etc. The maximum bound on the
export power is taken as 1500 MW per month, and the proportion of time in a month for

the onpeak and offpeak periods are 0.55 and 0.45 respectively, in this study [Personal

\28

Communication, 19941. So the maximum exportable energies in each month

hours)

in these strips arc 0.55*24*DN, *1500 MWh and 0.45*24*DN,

t

(24*DN,

x1500 NIWî

respectively, where DN, is the number of days in month r.
The energy generated (in MWh) in the load strip /s in time period

Energy =

r

is given by,

(nf*utf¡*hf*e*{s

(79)

11.8

where R,/" is the release through the turbines and U1,/" is the uncontrolled inflow from the

Churchill River Diversion (kcfÐ in the load strip /s in time period t;

h.,t"

is the hydraulic

head over the turbines (ft.); /" is the proportion of the time period r for the load strip /s

(hours); ¿ is the efficiency of the turbines (taken as 0.9 here); and 11.8 is a constant. So
the monthly energy conversion factors for the onpeak and offpeak strips, namely,

Cl, canbe written from Equation (79) as, (0.9*0.55*24*DN,

Cf

and

/1 1.S) and (0.9*0.45x24*DNt

/11.8), respectively.

6.2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.2.1. Basic Formulation

In the basic forrrulation of the reliability model, the energy demands are assumed
to be deterministic, and are as shown in Table 6.2. The expected benefit from the storage

retained

in the reservoir for future energy generation, B, , is taken as $ 100,000 per

kcfs*month [Personal Communication, 1994). Lake Winnipeg

r29

is the major storage

reservoir for energy generation in the MH system, and a spill from such a system is
activated only when the reservoir storage exceeds the maximum allowable storage in the

lake. The release from the reservoir is only used for hydroelectric energy generation
downstream of the reservoir, and hence a spill ftom the lake is not considered as an
economic loss to the system. Therefore, the coefficients in the fonnulation which penalize

a spill from the reservoir, LCu ue set to zero. However, these penalty coefficients will
play an important role when a spill from the reservoir affects the downstre¿un purposes
such as erosion control and fish and wild life habitats.

The pertinent economic data to compute the benefits accrued from providing

a

flood control space, BF(0), in each time period t arcnot known for the MH system. Split
Lake Community is the only community downstream of Lake Winnipeg which is likely

to be affected due to flooding. However, MH has an agreement with this community
about the operational requirement for Lake Winnipeg during the flood seasons.

Flood control storage is set as 55.33 kcfs*month for all the time periods, and the

starting storage

in the reservoir is set as 1400 kcfs*month. The minimum

storage

requirement for hydropower generation is set as 500 kcfs*month for all the time periods.
The risk-loss functions form an important component of the reliability model, and

this function for the purpose of flood control can be derived using the procedure
developed by Simonovic and Marino [1981]. However, the economic, hydraulic and the

hydrologic data required to derive this function are not available for the MH system. The
risk-loss function for the purpose of hydropower generation, developed in Section 6.2.4,

is not incorporated in the basic fornulation. Hence, logarithmic
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shapes

of risk-loss

functions, which are convex functions of the reliabilities for the purposes of flood control
and hydropower generation, are assumed in this formulation as shown below:

Lr(a)=CALFAI*lAG(u\

(80)

L2(þ)=CALFAZ*LOG(þ)

(81)

where cr and

p

are the reliabilities

of the reservoir

system

for flood control

and

hydropower generation, respectively, and CALFAI and CALFA2 are the coefficients of

risk-loss functions for these two purposes, which are assumed to be 1000 and 1000,
respectively.
The basic formulation is run with the aforementioned data, and the optimal release

policy computed by the model is shown in Figure 6.2. The optimal value of the net
benefit

is $

1313.05

M

(Cdn).

In addition to the optimal release policy, the model

explicitly evaluates the optimal reliabilities of reservoir system performance for

the

purposes of flood conhol and hydropower production, respectively, as 0.8777 and 0.9899.

The interpretation of the results of the reliability program is that the benefit
obtained from operating the reservoir for hydropower generation and flood control is
traded off with the economic losses due to not meeting the required reliability levels for
these two purposes. Traditionally, the water resources systems are designed to minimize

the failure of those systems. The perforrnances of the system are evaluated using
simulation procedures after designing the systems. The reliability program is an innovative

tool which allows the planner to use the quantified cost of failure of the system a priori
so that the model identifies an optimal level of failure or risk level that is acceptable to

13l

the planner. The acceptability criterion is that the net benefits computed as the difference
between the total benefits and the economic losses achieves its maximum, and the model

yields the optimal release policy and the reliability levels corresponding to this situation.
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To study the impact of the risk-loss function for energy generation on the
decision-making process, the coefficient, CALFA2, which controls the shape

of this

function is changed from 1000 to 2000. An increase n CALFA2 results in a steeper riskloss function, and a violation in the minimum storage requirement for energy generation

is

penalized

to a larger extent compared with the case when CALFA2-1000. A

comparison of the optimal values of the reliability for energy generation, export energy

from the system, and the benefits from the end storage in these two cases is given in
Table 6.3.

CALFA2=1000

Net benffis (M

I Cdn.)

CALFA2=2000

13r3.0s

1340.00

Relíabílíty for hy dropower
generatìon

0.9899

0.9989

from Export energy
ín On-peak period (M I Cdn.)

67.918

67.932

Beneftts from Export energy
ín Off-peak perìod (M Cd.n.)

47.304

41.32s

Benffis from End storage
(M I Cdn.)

131.30

134.00

Beneft,ts

I

Table 6.3. Sensitivity of the Optimal Solution to RiskJoss Function Coefficient
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The model conserves more water in the reservoir when CALFA2 is set to 2000,
due to a higher penalty imposed for violating the minimum storage requirement, as can
be seen from Table 6.3. This results in a decreased export energy from the system during

the off-peak period, and an increased end storage available for future energy generation.
Another parameter which influences the optimal solution is the minimum storage
requirement for energy generation,

of the minimum

4 [Simonovic

and Srinivasan, 1993]. A higher value

storage requirement imposed on the reservoir reduces the storage

available for energy generation in the planning period. In order to meet the same energy
demand, a higher value of a storage requirement is likely to be violated more frequently
than a lower value of the minimum storage requirement. Assuming the values of CALFAI
and CALFA2 as 1000 and 1000, the basic formulation of the reliability model is run with

different values of the minimum storage requirement ranging from 500 kcfs*month to
1500 kcfs*month. The reliability

of energy

generation obtained from these runs are

plotted against the minimum storage requirement in Figure 6.3. As can be seen from this
figure, the reliability level decreases with higher values of minimum storage requirements.

This sensitivity analysis is useful to ttre decision maker in multi period planning, as the
decision taken during one period affects the performance of the system in the following
period. In practice, a decision maker can compare the risk level, that is, the failure of the
reservoir performance

in the planning period as well as in ttre future, and develop

'balanced' rule curve to provide guidelines for operating the reservoir system.
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6.2.2.Incorporating the Uncertainty in Energy Demand

The variability in energy demands is incorporated in the basic formulation of the

reliability model by treating the energy demands as stochastic (governed by the laws of
probability) or as fuzzy (defined with vague boundaries). The results obtained using these

two approaches are

presented and compared

with those obtained from the basic

formulation in the following subsections.

6.2.2.1. Stochastic F ormulntion

Based on the forrnulation presented in Section 3.2.2, Equation (10) alone needs

to be modified in the basic formulation, in order to derive the stochastic formulation of

the reliability model. The stochastic formulation, thus contains the modified energy
constraint along with other constraints given by Equations (7), (g), (12), (16), (1g) and

(29), and the objective function defîned by Equation (19). The probabilistic form of
Equation (10) is written

as:

Ff (pt*lz) rCb * R^ * h,* -nf *IM:'rrf <t -pet"lz)
where Fu''(pr'') is the inverse of the CDF of the energy demand in time period

(s2)

r

in the

load strip ls, ENMIN,'", with a probability of exceedance of (t-pet"). However, the pDFs

of the energy demands must be known a príori to convert Equation (82) into

its

deterministic form. Manitoba Hydro [1993] suggests that the forecasted energy demands
are normally distributed, and also provides the estimated values of the means and standard
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deviations of forecasts for all the months, depending on the variability in weather forecast

and the anticipated growth in residential and indusfial customer demands. The energy
demands are assumed to be serially uncorrelated, and the statistics

of ttre suggested

normally distributed demands are given in Table 6.4.

Onpeak

Month

Offpeak

Mean

Standørd
Devìation

Mean

(Gvtth)

(Gwh)

(Gwh)

Standard
Devíatíon
(GWh)

October

1788.9

200.0

1117.0

200.0

November

2040.0

s00.0

1314.0

s00.0

December

2339.9

600.0

1608.1

600.0

January

2486.6

700.0

r67s.4

700.0

February

2135.4

500.0

r432.6

s00.0

March

2099.7

400.0

r398.3

400.0

April

1770.0

200.0

1096.0

200.0

May

1692.5

100.0

949.s5

100.0

June

1596.4

200.0

895.64

200.0

July

1571.1

200.0

8s6.94

200.0

Augast

1624.1

2s0.0

885.88

250.0

September

1631.0

250.0

915.05

250.0
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The exceedance probab ility , pet' , is assumed to be 5Vo for both onpeak and offpeak

load strips for all the time periods in the planning period. Hence the probabilistic
constraint for energy demand is rewritten

as:

pf(Ð - t.85*of @) < Cb*Rb*hf - øf * IMf < pf(Ð + 1.85 *of@)
where þ,t'(E) and o,t'¡E) are the mean and standard deviation
forecast in the load strip

of the energy

(83)

demand

/s in time period r.

The stochastic formulation is solved with an assumed risk-loss coefficient of 1000

for flood control, a minimum storage requirement of 500 kcfs*month, and a starting
storage

of

1400 kcfs*month

in the reservoir. In addition, a typical risk-loss function

developed for the MH system, as described in Section6.2.4, replaces the assumed riskloss function for energy generation in the basic as well as in the stochastic formulation.
The optimal values of the net benefit accrued from hydropower generation, the reliability

for energy generation (p), the export energy, and the end storage obtained using these two
formulations are given in Table 6.5.

It

can be seen from this table that the stochastic

formulation yields a flexible policy, in which it is able to generate more energy without
violating the minimum storage requirement to a greater extent. This results in an increased
use of reservoir storage in the planning period leaving lesser storage for future energy
generation. A higher benefit coefficient, By, cãrt however, be incorporated in the stochastic

formulation

if

the decision maker wishes to retain more water for future energy

generation.
The basic formulation may also provide a more flexible policy through the implicit

stochastic approach

in which a large number of
138

scenarios

of

energy demands are

generated for all the time periods, and a policy is derived from the results of all such
scena¡ios.

Basíc Formulation

Snchastìc Fonnulation

Net heneftt (M $ Cdn.)

1437.06

1520.97

Relíabílily

0.9899

0.9885

Benefits from Export energy
duríng onpeak pertods (M Cdn.)

67.9r8

72.270

Beneftts from Export energ!
duríng offpeak períods (M Cdn.)

47.304

47.304

131.30s

r07.716

for Energy Generatíon

I

I

Beneftts

from End storage (M $ Cdn.)

Table 6.5. Comparison of the Results of Basic and Stochastic formulations

6.2.2.2.

FUW Formulatíon

This formulation can be used when the PDFs of energy demands cannot be defined
a

priori. However,

as explained

in Section 3.2.2, the variation in energy demand

needs

to be vaguely defined by experienced planners using the membership functions (MSFs).
These MSFs represent the degree of belongingness of different values of energy demands

to a fuzzy set. Please refer to Appendix B for more details about the MSFs.
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MH uses a regression analysis combined with an annual percentage increase in
consumption to compute the future energy demands

in the planning period [Manitoba

Hydro, 19931. These projected demands for all the time periods will have a membership

of one in the fuzzy fonnulation, since

these values are used

in the basic formulation as

deterministic inputs.
Based on the methodology proposed

in Chapter 3 for deriving the MSF of energy

demands, the frequency plot of the deviations of the forecasted demands from the actual
demands is taken as the sample MSF for energy demands lSrinivasan and Simonovic,

I994al. Data for the forecasted demands S-years preceding the forecast, and the actual
energy consumption are obtained from Manitoba Hydro 119931 for a 20-year period
(1973-74 through 1992-93). Percentage deviations are computed

for each year using

Equation (34). The deviations are divided in steps of SVo, and the number of years in

which the deviations are in certain interval, say between 57o and lÙVo, arc plotted in the
middle of this interval, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Two cases need to be analyzed from Figure 6.4 ta which the first case represents

a scenario when the actual demand is more than the forecast, and the second

case

represents a scenario when the acn¡al demand is less than the forecast. From Figure 6.4,

the maximum deviation in the first case

is I\Vo (taken as the value of q!" in the fuzzy

formulation), and the MSF is set at zero for any deviation more than this value. Hence
the MSF decreases from one (at 07o) to zero (at l07o) linearly. Similarly, for the second
case, the maximum deviation is 25Vo (taken as the value of pl" ), and the MSF is set to

zero lor any deviation more than this value. The MSF decreases from one (at07o) to zero
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(at257o) linearly. Graphically, the MSF for these two cases are indicated by thicker lines

in Figure 6.4, in which the membership scale is marked on the right side of this figure.
Since the energy demands are treated as fuzzy variables, Equation (10) is written
as afuzzy constraint for all the time periods. However, there is no 'vagueness' in defining

the objective function in the formulation. Based on the description provided in Appendix

B, the formulation is unsymmetric and hence, the objective function must be converted
into its fiizzy fonn. Refening to Equations (97) through (101) in Appendix B, the basic

fonnulation of the reliability model can be used to define the values of the objective
function, fo ffid

J

. These objective function values, respectively, are the net benefits

obøined from the basic formulation with a typical risk-loss function for energy
generation, using the forecasted energy demands and the lowest possible energy demands
(757o of the energy demands, from Figure 6.4). The parameters of the model are set as

follows: CALFAI of 1000, a minimum storage requirement of 500 kcfs*month, and

a

starting storage of 1400 kcfs*month. The MSF for the objective function is defined in the

fazzy formulation as shown in Figure 6.5.
The fuzzy formulation is solved using the MSFs defined for the energy demands

and the objective function using the Equations (42) through (45) along with

the

constraints given by Equations (7), (9), (12), (16), (18), and (29). The optimal values of
the net benefit accrued from hydropower generation, the reliability for energy generation,

benefit from export energy, and the benefit from end storage obtained as a crisp solution

to the luzzy formulation are presented in Table 6.6 along with the corresponding results
from the basic formulation. The MSF of the crisp decision space is 0.4559, which is the

r42

minimum of the MSFs of fuzzy energy constraints and the fazzified objective function.

As can be seen from Table 6.6, the fuzzy fomulation yields a 'flexible' policy
compared with the basic formulation.

MSF=I.0

f

=1387.82
1

f

=1437.06

0

Objective function value (M $ Cdn.)

Figure 6.5. Membership for,.tior, of the Objective Function

Comparing the results obtained from the stochastic and

fivzy fonnulations in

Tables 6.5 and 6.6, the stochastic formulation yields a higher energy generation, and
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hence a higher value of net benefit compared with the fuzzy version. However, this is a

direct consequence of the upper bound on energy demands defined in both formulations.

In tlre stochastic formulation, the upperbound is defined by tp!'(E)+I.85*o,t'(E)/

as in

Equation (83), while the bound is defined by 1107o of þ,t"(E) in the fazzy forrnulation.

Basic Formulatíon

Net benffi (M

I

C¡ln.)

Fuz&y Formulation

1437.06

1462.15

0.9899

0.9899

from Export energy
duríng onpeak periods (M I Can.¡

67.918

72.270

Benffits frorn Export energy
during offpeak períod.s (M I Cdn.)

47.304

47.304

r31.30s

125.829

Relíabílìty

for Energy Generatíon

Beneft.ts

Beneftts

from End. storage (M $ Cdn.)

Table 6.6. Comparison of the Results of Basic and Fuzzy Formulations

Choice of the approach for explicitly considering the variability in energy demand
depends entirely on the accuracy

of

forecasted energy demands. Some utilities in Norttr

America (including MH) use PDFs to define the variation in energy demand, and some
other utilities use judgment based on experience to define the variability, and adopt an

implicit stochastic approach to study the sensitivity of the optimal solution. The fuzzy
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formulation developed in this research can be used as a robust technique in ttre situations

which use judgment based on experience. On the other hand, the stochastic fonnulation

has fewer constraints compared to the fuzzy forrnulation, and hence requires

less

computational time.

6.2.3. Hydropower Generation Risk-loss Function

The risk-loss functions form an important component of the reliability model since
they quantify the costs of deviations from the goals, and thus, influence decision making

during planning the operation of reservoirs. A four-step simulation algorithm, proposed

in

Chapter 4, is used to derive the risk-loss firnction for energy generation. Prior to

explaining the components of risk in a predominantly hydro system, the data for the MH
system used in the simulation algorithm is detailed.
The simulation period is taken as 30 years consisting of 360 monthly time periods.

The physical capacity of Lake ÏVinnipeg

is 1905.33 kcfs*month, which includes a

minimum flood control requirement of 55.33 kcfs*month [Personal Communication,
19941, and the operating range

of the reservoir is between 527.56 ft. and 546.36 ft. The

aggregated generation system for

MH is presented in Figure 6.6. Refening to this fîgure,

the uncontrolled flows result from the Churchill River Diversion; the controlled flows are
the inflows into Lake Winnipeg; and the outflow from the lake is regulated by the Jenpeg
Generating Station.

The components of risk in a predominantly hydroelectric generation system are
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the reservoir inflows, the maximum depletable storage in ttre reservoir for the purpose of

energy generation, and the energy demands. Different scenarios of simulation data are
generated based on the variation

in

each

of these components for the MH system

as

follows.

Churchill e¡ye¡
Netsgn Rjver

aø^

":åi;ii;*

""""%
%o+

Equivalent Reservoir

?
4.

Figure 6.6. Aggregated Generation System for MH
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MH uses the criterion of critical period for planni¡g studies [Manitoba Hydro,
19901.

A criticøl period is the duration of time which has the lowest reservoir inflows

observed in the historical data. This period is identified for the years 1938-41 from the

historical inflows into Lake rWinnipeg. The inflow scenarios are chosen to include the
critical period in the beginning, the middle or end of the simulation period, because the
impact of initial reservoir storage diminishes over time. Four such scenarios, tenned as

Inflow Scenarios

1 through

4,

are generated

from the historical inflow data such that the

critical period appears in the beginning, in the end, in the later half, and in the first half

of the simulation

period, respectively. Hence the simulation period consists

of

the

following years: 1938-69; l9l2-4I; 193I-196O; and 192l-1950, for these four scenarios,
respectively.

The second component, namely, the available storage, is the maximum depletable
storage for hydropower generation in the reservoir system. This component is used to find

the stored energy potential in the system. The operating range of Lake Winnipeg is
between 527.56

ft. and 546.36 ft., corresponding to storage levels of zero and 1905.33

kcfs*month, respectively. The lowest storage available for hydropower generation is
assumed to be zero which corresponds to 527.56

ft. After deducting the minimum flood

control storage of 55.33 kcfs*month from the maxinum capacity of 1905.33 kcfs*month,
several possible minimum storage intervals (20 discrete storage intervals in this study) are

chosen in the range between zero and 1850.00 kcfs*month. The twenty storage intervals
considered in this simulation algorithm are:

0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700,

800,

900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700,1800, and 1850 kcfs*month
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storage requirement based on the available storage for energy generation. Knowing the
energy demands on the system, and the initial condition in ttre reservoir, the storages in

all the 360 months are simulated using Equations

(¿16)

and Ø7). Thesimulated storage

levels are then compared with the minimum storage requirement to compute the frequency

of violation of this requirement.
The second step involves depleting the available storage linearly over the entire
simulation period, and finding the total energy potential in the system using this available
storage and the inflows (both confiolled and uncontrolled) in each month. This energy

potential, which is consüained by the capacity of the turbines, is compared with the
energy demand in all the months of the simulation period. The energy deficit in any year

is computed as the yearly average deficit in the simulation period, corresponding to

a

certain available storage level.
For Step 3, namely, the evaluation of the cost of unsupplied energy, MH suggested

that a cost between $ 5.00 and

$ 15.00 (cdn.)

per kwh be used [chu, rgg4]. A

representative value of $ 8.00 (Cdn.) is used in this study. The cost of unsupplied energy

varies linearly with the magnitude of energy not supplied.

In the final

step, the three relationships obtained

in the first

three steps are

combined to derive the risk-loss flinction for energy generation. An example risk-loss
function obtained using the Inflow Scenario 2,Energy Scenario 1, and
requirement

a

minimum storage

of 1500 kcfs*month is shown in Figure 6.7 (indicated as 2:l:1500 for

identification purposes).

As can be seen from Figure 6.7, the risk level of violating a minimum storage
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requirement

of

1500 kcfs*month, as

well as the magnitude of energy not supplied

seem

to increase (shown in Figure 6.7 in terms of the cost of unsupplied energy) when

the

available storage in the reservoir is varied from 1850 to zero kcfs*month. The risk levels
and the costs of unsupplied energy for ttrese two storage bounds, respectively, represent
the starting and the ending points of ttre risk-loss function

curve. In the MH

system, the
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Figure 6.7. Risk-loss Function (Scenario 2:1:1500)
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0.1

0.1

1

cost data suggested by Chu ll994l is the compensation given to the residential and
indusüial customers for the energy not supplied. However,

if

alternative strategies are

adopted to manage the energy deficit in the system such as, thermal energy generation
and demand side management, new cost data must be incorporated in the third step of the

simulation algorithm.
Refening to Figure 6.T,thevertical increase in the cost of unsupplied energy from

$ 20.2 M (Cdn.) to 8 21.7 M (Cdn.) for the same risk level, is due to the same frequency
of violation of a minimum storage requirement of 1500 kcfs*month for different available
storage levels. However, the energy potential

in the system varies

depending on the

available storage level. The risk level varies from 2.87o to lO. Vo for the available
storages

from 1850 kcfs*month to zero kcfs*month, with

corresponding costs of

unsupplied energy varying from $ 20.2 to $ 28.S M (Cdn.).
The interpretation of the risk-loss function is that the reliability model

will

tend

to use more reservoir storage from the system, since the objective function maximizes the
benefits from energy generation. However, depletion of more water in the planning period

indicates a possible failure in the reservoir system for not providing a certain minimum
requirement. Since the riskJoss function

is also in the objective function, a

larger

violation from the minimum storage requirement is penalized to a larger extent, thus
forcing the reservoir storage not to be used excessively for energy generation in the
planning period. Depending on the magnitude of the benefits and the losses specified by
the risk-loss function, the reliability model finds the compromise values of the storage
levels.
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For reservoirs wittr a very large operating range and with multiple uses, it may be
possible to obtain a complete description of the risk-loss function for risk levels varying

from near zero to rear l0o7o.

A comparison of the risk-loss functions obtained using different scenarios along
with the sensitivity of the reliability model in providing decisions using different risk-loss
functions are discussed in the following section.

6.2.3.1. Sensitivity of the Reliabílíty Motlel to Rísk-loss functíons

The influence of the first component of energy generation risk, namely, the
reseryoir inflow is discussed here. A minimum storage requirement of 1500 kcfs*month,
and the Energy Scenario 1 are used in this sensitivity analysis. Each simulation scenario

is

represented

by Zr: Zr: 23, where Zr, Z, and Z, are the indices corresponding to

reservoir inflow, energy demand, and the minimum storage requirement scenarios,
respectively. The three risk-loss functions obtained from the reservoir inflow scenarios

2,3,

and

4 are presented in Figures 6.7,6.8, and 6.9, respectively. Inflow Scenario

represents a sin¡ation

2

in which the critical period appears at the end of the simulation

period, and Inflow Scenarios 3 and 4 represent situations in which flte uitical period
appears in the middle of the simulation period. Due to the linear depletion of the available
storage, lesser water is available

in the reservoir towards the end of the simulation period,

and when the reservoir inflows are lower, the energy potential of the reservoir decreases

considerably. This situation possibly represents a 'worst-case' scenario. As can be seen

1,52

from Figures 6.7 through 6.9, the risks and the corresponding economic losses are quite
high (2.87o to 10.47o; and $ 20.2 to $ 28.8 M Cdn) in the Scenario 2:1:1500, compared

to the situations when the Scenario 3:1:1500

(0. IVo

Cdn.) or the Scenario 4:1:1500 (O.l%o to7.87o; and

$

to

l0.8Lo; and $ 9.8 to

13.8 to S 22.2

$

M Cdn.) is used.
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Figure 6.9. RÍsk-loss Function (Scenario 4:1:1500)

The variation in the second component of the energy generation risk, namely, the

minimum storage requirement has a similar influence as the reservoir inflow scenarios.

A higher storage requirement implies that a'low flow' situation is anticipated, and
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the

planner wishes to retain as much water as possible in the reservoir for fufure energy
generation. Using the Energy Scenario

I

and the Inflow Scenario 2,úte risk-loss functions

obtained for minimum storage requirements

of

1500 kcfs*month and 1000 kcfs*month

respectively, ate presented in Figures 6.7 and 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. Risk-loss Function (Scenario 2:1:1000)
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0.08

A

lower minimum storage requirement must provide more water for energy

generation during the simulation period and consequently, the energy deficit
and the risk

level must be smaller compared to a higher value of the storage requirement. Comparing
the risk-loss functions presented in Figures
def,rcits are reduced from (2.BVo

to (a maximum of

7

.BVo;

to

63

and 6.10, the

l0.4%o; S 20.2 to 2g.g

risk levels and the energy

M Cdn) for Scenario 2:1:1500,

$ 9.2 to $ 15.6 M Cdn) for Scenario

2:

l: 1000.

A variation in the third component of energy generation risk, namely, the energy
demands,

will have a significant impact on the shape of the risk-loss functions.

For

illustration, a minimum storage requirement of 1500 kcfs*month and the Inflow Scenario

2

in this sensitivity analysis. The risk-loss functions are obtained using the

are used

Energy Scenarios

l,

6, 8, and 10 which represent lO}Vo, 7107o, l30To, and l507o of the

forecasted energy demands, and are presented

in Figures 6.7,6.11,6.12

and 6.13

respectively.

A

comparison

correspond

of the starting and ttre ending points of these functions which

to an available

storage levels

of

1850 kcfs*month and zero kcfs*month,

respectively, show a dramatic increase in the risk level and the corresponding cost of
unsupplied energy when the energy demands are increased.
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Some of the aforementioned scenarios are used in the reliability model, and the

optimal value of the reliability of energy generation along with the benefit from end
storage, and the benefit from export energy are presented in Table 6.7.
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Scenarío
Descrìptínn

Beneft.t
from end
storage

Benefit from

Export
Energy

F

(M $ Cdn.)

Onpeak

Offpeak
(M 8 Cd.n.) (M8 Cdn.)

1:1:1500

0.9899

131.305

67.92

47.30

1:2:1500

0.9721

132.220

67.00

39.s6

2:6:1500

0.8971

138.080

57.52

32.45

2:8:1500

0.8s82

142.965

40.34

24.59

Table 6.7. Sensitivity of the Optimal Solution to the Shape of RÍsk-loss Functions

As can be seen from Table 6.7, the optimal reliability level computed by

the

reliability model decreases with an increase in energy demand on the system. The model
also reduces the export energy when a higher energy demand andl/or a lower inflow
situation is anticipated. Depending on the anticipated hydrotogic conditions and the load

growth during the planning period, the decision maker can choose a suitable risk-loss
function and incorporate it in the reliability model.
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6.2.4. Implementation of the Reliabitity Model

The probabilistic consfraints corresponding to any time period r, given by
Equations (3) and (8) are converted into their detenninistic equivalents in the formulation

of the reliability model, using the CDF of the sum of reservoir inflows up to
including the time period

and

r. The model assumes that the reseryoir inflows in consecutive

months are independent of each other, and uses a simple convolution procedure to derive

the CDF of the sum of inflows in those two months from their marginal PDFs. This
assumption of independence between inflows in consecutive months results in ignoring
the covariance component which actually exists due to the cross-correlation between the

flows in those two months. Hence the variance of the parameters estimated from the CDF
obtained in the 'independent' case will be smaller compared to those estimated from the

CDF obtained by taking the correlation into account. Hence, the sum of future reservoir

inflows is underestimated in the 'independent' case, and thus, results in a conservative
operating policy for the reservoir. The only obstacle in implementing ttre reliability model

in its present form for the operation of reservoirs is that of 'conservative planning'. Three
approaches, namely, the'Windows Approach', 'CUSUM Approach', and the 'RISKSUM

Approach' are developed

in this research,

as discussed

in Chapter 5, to alleviate the

problem of 'conservative planning'.
The minimum storage requirement is set as 500 kcfs*month, and the storage in the

beginning of the planning period is taken as 1400 kcfs*month.

a.

Windows Approach: The problem

16r

of the decrease in the variance of

the

estimates due to the 'independent' assumption worsens when ttre number of marginal

PDFs of monthly inflows involved

in the convolution

process increases.

In ttre first

month, the marginal CDF of that month alone is used to constrain the values of ttre
decision variables in that month. From the results presented for the basic fonnulation in
Table 6.3 and Figure 6.2, the values of the decision variables are: the storage in the end

of first month is

1440 kcfs*month; releases from the reservoir are 142.3 and 117.0 kcfs

in the onpeak and offpeak periods, respectively; export energy from the system are 502
and 486 MWh in the onpeak and offpeak periods respectivelyi a¡6 the spill from the
reservoir is zero. These values are predominantly controlled by the constraints of the first

month in which the CDF of ttre first month alone is used to convert the probabilistic
constraints corresponding to this month to their deterministic equivalents. Hence, these
values are least affected by the 'independent' assumption, and are given as the input to
the second window. The planni¡g period for the second window extends from the second

through the thirteenth month (the data is assumed to be cyclic and the data for the first
month is repeated for the thirteenth month). The windows are updated and continued until
the policy for the twelfth month is computed with lesser influence from the 'independent'
assumption. The optimal values of the benefits from the storage in the end of the planning

period, the net benefits, and the benefits from export energy are given in Table 6.8.
b. CUSUM Approach: In this approach, the CDF of the sum of inflows is derived
a priori from the historical data, and is given as an input to the reliability model. The

historical inflow data for Lake V/innipeg are available for the period from 1913 to 1992.
New time series data are constructed consisting of the flow in the first month alone, sum
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of flows in the first and second months together, and so on, from the historical data. Each

of these time

series data represents the sample space

for the new random

variables

CUSUMþ CUSUMp, and so on. The CDFs of these random variables, which represent the

sum of historical inflows, are computed using the Hydrological Frequency Analysis
package [Bobee and Ashkar, 1991]. The CDFs, thus derived, are used in the reliability

model and the optimal values of the benefits from end storage

in the reservoir,

net

benefits, and benefits from export energy are computed and are shown in Table 6.8.

Approach

Net
Benefits

Benefi,ts

M $ Cdn.

M

End Storage

I

Benffis from Export

Cdn.

Onpeak

Offpeak

M8Cdn.

M8Cdn.

Independent 1437.06

131.305

67.92

47.304

0.9899

CUSAM

H82.05

161.36

68.00

47.30

0.990

Wíndows

1498.55

185.00

71.20

48.00

0.990

Table 6.8. comparison of the windows and cusuM approaches with the
'independentt case

Figure 6.14 shows a comparison of storage levels

in the reservoirs using the

'independent' case, Windows Approach, and the CUSUM Approach. The results shown
in Figure 6.14andTable 6.8 reveal the importance of considering the temporal correlation
between monthly inflows.
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Comparing the storage levels in the reservoir from Figure 6.14, the Windows
Approach seems to overestimate the inflows into the system compared to the CUSUM

Approach. However, the correlation between monthly inflows is partially built in the
CUSUM Approach and the estimates from this approach are more 'reliable'.

c. RISKSUM Approach: This approach is similar to the CUSUM approach in
which the CDF of the sum of reservoir inflows is derived a priori, and is given as aû
input to the reliability model. The marginal PDF of monthly inflows along with the cross-

correlation coefficients between them are given as inputs to the @risk software, the
decision analysis tool which is capable

of simulating the distribution of the sum of

conelated inputs. The Monte Carlo technique is used for sampling the correlated inputs.
The tolerance level for convergence of the simulation results is specified as 1.57o, and the

number of iterations in the simulation experiment is set as 3000. Due to the memory
limitations of the personal computer used for simulation, the experiments could be carried
out up to a maximum of

I input variables

specified with a cross-correlation matix of size

[8 * 8]. That is, the CDF of the sum of inflows up to 8 time periods could be simulated
using @risk. Hence, a comparison of the storage levels in the reservoir computed using

this approach with those obtained using other approaches could not be made. However,

the CDFs

of the sum of inflows up to the eighth time period obtained from the

'independent' case, the CUSUM Approach and the RISKSUM Approach are compared

in Figure

6.15.

Referring to Figure 6.15, the CDFs obtained using the 'independent' assumption
are shifted towards the left, thus, predicting lower inflows for the same probability level
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compared

to the CUSUM and RISKSUM Approaches, and hence, resulting in

a

'conservative operation'. Both the CUSUM and RISKSUM Approaches predict better
CDFs due to the consideration of the temporal correlation between the monthly inflows.
However, the correlation structure heavily influences the sampling for simulation in the

RISKSUM Approach and hence it is preserved better when compared with the CUSUM
Approach. So, the RISKSUM Approach will be the best choice if sufficient computational

facilities are available to perform the simulation. The CUSUM Approach is the next best
choice for deriving the CDFs of the sum of inflows.

The sum of inflows, as pointed out by Takeuchi [986], is an important
hydrological parameter useful for decision making especially during low flow or drought
situations. However, very little research has been done on this parameter due to the
statistical complexity involved in deriving the PDF of the sum of inflows. The approaches
proposed in this research can easily be extended for other hydrological studies involving

the sum of inflows, such as water supply retiability and water quality management.
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in the reliability model leads to the underestimation of future reservoir inflows, and hence
results in conservative planning. Three new approaches are proposed

in this research

which are shown to alleviate the problem of conservative planning, thus, making the
reliability model developed in this research a robust tool for planning the sustainable
operation of reservoirs for hydropower generation.

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

The linearization technique used in this research is quite accurate for the systems

with a smaller operating range such as the case study of Manitoba Hydro. When

the

operating range is larger, more accurate techniques such as successive linear programming

could be incorporated in the reliability model.
Application of the reliability model is demonstrated for a single reservoir in this

report. However, the model can be extended for the reservoir system in which the
hydrological and the generation system data for all the individual reseryoirs and the
generating units are available.

7.3. FT]TURE WORKS

Risk assessment and management is one of the important components of
sustainable development of interdisciplinary water resources systems. The capability of

the reliability model to explicitly tradeoff the benefits and the costs of goal deviations,
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can be explored to quantify and incorporate the complex multiobjective parameters of
water resources planning into a decision making framework.
The hydrological risk, quantified in this research as the inability of a reservoir(s)
to provide adequate storage for energy generation in predominantly hydroelectric systems

can be integrated with other uncertain parameters in a generation system such as the
generating capacity, and also with altemative sources

of energy such as thermal

generation, in order to evaluate the overall performance of ttre generation system.

The methodology developed for finding the possible energy deficit in

the

generation system, can be combined with different cost evaluation studies to evaluate and

to choose a suitable management strategy such as thermal generation, demand

side

management, and turbine capacity expansion.
The cumulative hydrological index, for example, the cumulative inflow in summer

months, is an important parameter in many water resources studies such as water quality
management, and water supply reliability during drought periods. The approaches
proposed in this research, namely, CUSUM and RISKSUM can be applied to such studies

to obtain and provide more information about the hydrology to the decision makers.
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APPENDIX A :

Transformation

of

Chance Constraints into Deterministic

Equivalents

This section details the description about transforrning the probabilistic constraints

into their deterministic equivalents. Recalling from Section 3.1, the reliability model is
developed from the continuity equation:

S, =

S,-,

*It- &-SP,

(84)

The probabilistic constraint written for flood control in the first time period is:

P( Sl = Sr*-0, ) >

(8s)

ü

Substituting (84) in (85) yields,

P ( So*1r-Rr-SPr = Srr*-0, ) >
Since

1, is a random variable,

a

(86)

q,

(87)

(86) is rewritten as,

P ( It = Sr*-01 -So*fi, 1,SPr ) >

The probabilistic constraint for the second time period is,

P( 52. Sru,-0, ) >

ü

Rewriting S, in terms of S, using Equation (84), and then expressing S, in terms of
Equation (88) is rewritten

as:

P ((It+12)

r82

S¿,

Similarly, for time period r

,

ltt

P (LL I S,*-0,-So*I¡,+fS{)
lll

>

s.

(e0)

Referring to Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3, the above probabilistic constraint can be
satisfied when,
ttcl

S,*-0,-Sîrt.-I,&^*SP,>rtl {ø)

vt

(91)

¿t=1

where F>;'(.) is the inverse value of the CDF of the sum of inflows up to and including

time pedod

r.
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APPENDIX B: Basics of Fuzzy Set Theory
B.T. CONCEFT OT ßUZZINESS

A few concepts of fuzzy

set theory which

will be used in formulating the fizzy

version of the reliability model are introduced in this section. For more details, the reader

is referred to Zadeh t19651 and Zimmermann t19881.
Theory of lazzy sets is basically a theory of graded concepts. A central concept

is that it is permissible for an element to belong partly to a fuzzy set. Let X be a space

of points or objects, with a generic element of X denoted by x. Thus X
a. Fuzzy

sel

:

{x}.

Let x e X. A fuzzy set A in X is charactenzed by a membership

function (referred to as MSF) po(x) which associates with each point in X, a real number

in the interval [0,1], with the value of po(x) at x representing the 'grade of membership'

of x in A.

Thus, the nearer the value

of

¡ro(x)

to one, the higher the grade of

belongingness of x in A.

In classical (crisp) set theory, po(x) takes only two values one or zero depending
on whether the element belongs or does not belong to the set A.
Therefore,

if X

: {x} is a collection of objects denoted generically by x, then a

fuzzy set A in X is a set of ordered pairs,

A =

l- lr.,

¡tn('¡')l,

)c e

X

(92)

where po(x) maps X to the membership space [0,1]. Because fuzzy sets are represented

by their respective MSF's, these two terms are considered equivalent and are referred to
interchangeably.

r84

b. Union of fuzzv sets: Union of two fuzzy sets A and B with corresponding
MSF's, po(x) and ¡r"(x) is a fuzzy set C whose MSF is given by:

pc

(*) =

Març

[ p, (¡), p" (r) l,

rc e

x

(e3)

c. Intersection of fuzzy sets: Intersection of two fazzy sets A and B with
corresponding MSF's po(x) and p"(x) is a fuzzy set C whose MSF is given by:

ltc @\

=

Min

I p, (¡), ¡r" (*) L

In the following subsections,
the

rc e

x

a classical LP model is taken and the

(e4)

formulation of

fizzy version of this model will be dealt with; a methodology will be proposed for

deriving the membership frrnction for the energy demand; and the basic formulation of
the reliability model

will be modified.

8.2. FAZZY VERSION OF A CLASSICAL LP MODEL

All

the constraints and the objective function of the basic reliability model are

either linear or linearized ones. Incorporation of energy demand as a fuzzy variable, thus,
results in a tuzzifted version of this LP model, which could be solved using a fuzzy LP
approach. Conceptual formulation of the frizzy LP proposed by Tanaka et

al.lI974l, and

developed by Zimmermann [1988], is briefly described here.

The classical LP model characteized by its feasible region in the decision space
(defined by the constraints) and the goal (specified by the objective function), may be
stated as follows:
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Maximize

z - cr.lç

(es)

subject to

A.x < b

(e6)

D.x < bl

(e7)

J¡'>0

(e8)

where

X is a given

space of altematives,

x € (X : DOM' ); c e DOM^ ; b and b'

e

DOM' ; A and D are the coefficient matrices such that A, D e DOM""' ; DOM(, k
-dimensional real space; DOM denotes the domain; n is the number of decision variables;
and m

is the number of constraints. According to this formulation, the violation of any

constraint renders the solution infeasible. Also, it should be noted that the solution to this

problem lies in the corner of the feasible region, that is, the intersection of the two or
more constraints and the objective function.

If it is assumed

that decision making (modelled by LP) has to be made in a fazzy

environment, and both objective function and constraints become ambiguously defined

(with vague boundaries), the problem can be refonnulated in terms of the fazzy set
theory. The objective function and constraints may be represented, then, by fuzzy sets

with their corresponding MSF's and there is a standard algorithm proposed by
Zimmermann [1988] to solve this symmetric problem.

It

should be noted that the LP

formulation requires that all MSF's of the fuzzy objective function and fazzy constraints
are given in linear form.
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In practice, it is very rare that the objective function is initially expressed

n

fuzzy

terms. Usually, a decision maker wants the objective function maximized or minimized,
subject to the set of constraints, where some of them (say, the set of constraints defined

by Equation (97)) arc well defined and some (say, the set of constraints defined by
Equation (96)) are vaguely defined. Accordingly, the roles of objective function and. fuzzy
constraints are different and the symmetric approach is not applicable. In order to make

the problem symmetric again, the following transformation procedure is proposed by
Zimmermann [1988], to normalize the MSF of the original objective function:

-fo t cr'Jc

I

I
For

Qc)

=

I

t'.*-.fr
.fo

.fo - 'ft

cr.x < .ft

0
where

(ee)

por is the MSF of the fuzzified objective function f@),f" is the optimal solution

of the standard LP problem without any allowed violation of the original constraint
(96), and

I

set

is ttre optimal solution of the relaxed standard LP problem with introduced

relaxation terms p,'s on the constraint set (96):

ñ = Maxitnize Í(rç)

(100)

subject to:

(A.x)¡
along with other constraint sets given.by Equations (97) and (98).
Graphical representation of the MSF of the objective function is given in Figure

t8l

8.1. Due to the transforrnation, the problem is symmetric with respect

to the objective

function and constraints. Its equivalent crisp LP formulation (which will be dealt within
detail, in section 3.2.2.3) may be obtained, following Zimmermann [1988], by introducing
a new variable

I

:

(102)

Maxinize
subject to:

L(Í,-Ír)-cr.x

t

7¡.h-(A.x)t

< pi-b¡

(103)

-lr
i=102,...0m

(104)

(10s)

0
along with other constraint sets given by Equations (97) and (98).

This is the fuzzy formulation of the classical LP model, and requires the MSFs of
the fiizzy variables to derive the final formulation.
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MSF=I.0

f

0

Objective function value f (x)

8.1. Membership Function for the Objective Function

r89

APPENDIX C: Probability Density Functions of Monthly Reservoir Inflows

The distributions that

fit

the reservoir

inflow data of Lake Winnipeg are presented

in Table C.l for all the twelve time periods in the planning period along with the method

of estimating the parameters of the distribution.

Month

Distríbution

Method of Estímatíon

October

l(4.36,1r.42)

Method of Moments

November

T(7.47,7.82)

Method of Moments

December

t(12.49,4.92)

Method of Moments

January

t(14.99,3.76)

Method of Moments

Fehraary

t(20.38,2.77)

Method of Mornents

March

l(16.49,3.55)

Method of Moments

April

l(6.34,14.27)

Maximum Likelíhood

May

l(5.09,22.30)

Method of Moments

June

l(7.28,14.95)

Method of Moments

July

l(6.29,14.20)

Method of Moments

August

l(3.80,13.45)

Method of Moments

Septemher

l(2.99,14.31)

Method of Moments

Table C.1. PDFs of Monthly Reservoir Inflows
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